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ABSTRACT 
 
A Strategy for Introducing Spiritual Formation at Cedar Hills Church 
M. Colin Moody 
Doctor of Ministry 
School of Theology, Fuller Theological Seminary 
2016 
 
The purpose of this project was to introduce the paradigm and practices of 
spiritual formation through an intensive small group experience. The experience aimed to 
equip adults to initiate and sustain a lifetime of continuous spiritual growth. This 
approach was tested through two pilot projects at Cedar Hills Church in Sandpoint, 
Idaho, and was designed to serve as an ongoing part of Cedar Hills’ adult ministry. 
To develop a theology of spiritual formation, this study begins with an 
examination of Scripture, highlighting transformation as a central concept for Christian 
growth. This transformation unfolds in divine-human partnership and progressively 
aligns a person’s beliefs, practices, and affections with Jesus Christ. Further scriptural 
study develops an active, reflective, and collaborative view of spiritual formation. 
This theological framework guided the design of a small group intensive called 
Experiments in Spiritual Formation. A total of twenty-three participants engaged in two 
separate pilot projects. The first session of the intensive featured several inventories to 
help participants identify their season of spiritual growth. Following sessions utilized A 
Spiritual Formation Workbook, based on the six streams of spiritual formation identified 
by Richard Foster, to propel understanding of and engagement in spiritual formation 
traditions and practices. Concluding sessions celebrated progress and invited participants 
to formulate plans for their ongoing spiritual growth.       
Based on participant feedback and the author’s observations, this project did 
effectively introduce participants to spiritual formation and spurred new levels of 
engagement in their spiritual growth. To translate the growth of participants during the 
intensive into ongoing growth, future iterations will provide resources to help participants 
engage in a small group community for collaborative spiritual growth. For the larger 
Christian community, the project confirms the importance of a spiritual formation 
framework, the significance of experimentation, and the value of collaborative 
communities of practice in promoting spiritual development.        
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INTRODUCTION 
THE MINISTRY CHALLENGE 
 
God intends growth, maturity, and development in the faith for every Christian. 
Yet in many churches, spiritual formation receives scant attention. Even when churches 
do encourage spiritual formation, congregants may consider it extracurricular to the life 
of faith. This situation frustrates both churches and congregants. Church leaders wonder 
why congregants fail to grow; meanwhile, congregants wonder why their church 
participation fails to produce growth. 
 
The Ministry Challenge 
Cedar Hills Church, located in the resort town of Sandpoint, Idaho, is a fourteen-
year-old community of faith. Like many adolescents, Cedar Hills shows significant 
promise even as it struggles with the challenges of maturation. Cedar Hills’ promise 
evinces itself in a tagline prominently stated on the weekly bulletin: “Come as you are.” 
For more than a decade people have taken this tagline to heart, swelling the church’s 
weekly attendance from an initial group of fifty in 2001 to over seven hundred in weekly 
attendance in 2016.  
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Attendees of Cedar Hills include both lifelong Christ-followers and persons with 
spiritual interest but no faith commitment. Featuring engaging environments for children, 
upbeat music, thirty-minute sermons that strive to connect to people’s daily lives, and a 
casual atmosphere, Cedar Hills attracts newcomers every week. In short, most people 
find it simple and enjoyable to enter into the community of faith at Cedar Hills.  
In the summer of 2013, a congregational survey confirmed the importance of 
weekend gatherings in attracting people to Cedar Hills. At the same time, the survey 
revealed dissatisfaction with the church’s contribution to congregants’ spiritual growth. 
Even respondents who reported engagement in key dimensions of church life—giving, 
volunteering, attending weekend services, and participating in a small group—reported 
dissatisfaction in the area of spiritual growth.  
 In light of this dissatisfaction, the most urgent ministry challenge facing Cedar 
Hills is to engage every person in spiritual formation. All people experience spiritual 
formation. This paper, however, focuses on a clear, engaging, and deliberately Christian 
spiritual formation. Following Paul Pettit, this project deploys spiritual formation as a 
term that encompasses Christian spiritual formation, Christian transformation, and 
spiritual transformation.1 Spiritual formation considers the partnership between a person 
and God in developing ever-increasing Christlikeness for the person in the context of 
community.2   
                                                
1 Paul Pettit, Foundations of Spiritual Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming Like 
Christ (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 2008), 20. 
2 Chapter 3 of this project details a theology of spiritual formation. 
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While each individual bears responsibility for his or her engagement in spiritual 
formation environments and practices, churches must encourage and assist in this 
engagement. A church can foster spiritual formation by providing a compelling rationale, 
lucid paradigms, and well-designed learning environments for people to pursue growth in 
the Christian faith. To address this ministry challenge, this doctoral project proposes a 
new focus on and framework for spiritual formation for adults at Cedar Hills.  
In a community that prizes recreational activity, the project proposes an athletic 
approach to spiritual formation. Cross-country runners compete as a team but run the race 
as individuals. Similarly, this model for spiritual formation envisages fellow Christ-
followers learning about and discussing spiritual formation in the context of community 
while at the same time implementing individual disciplines and practices. 
The lack of attention to spiritual formation in many contemporary churches, 
including Cedar Hills, contradicts leading voices on spiritual growth. James Wilhoit 
declares, “Spiritual formation is the task of the church.”3 Similarly, Dallas Willard asserts 
that Scripture makes “spiritual formation in Christlikeness the exclusive primary goal of 
the local congregation.”4 Neither Wilhoit nor Willard denies the importance of other 
ecclesial imperatives such as worship, Christian community, serving, or evangelism. 
Instead, both scholars position spiritual formation as a wellspring of vibrant faith. At its 
                                                
3 James Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 15. Original emphasis. 
4 Dallas Willard, Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of Christ (Colorado Springs: 
NavPress, 2002), 235. Original emphasis. 
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best, spiritual formation empowers and enlivens the Church to live out its God-given 
mission. 
In one example of this enlivening, Wilhoit reframes evangelism from the 
perspective of spiritual formation. For Wilhoit, “Evangelism should not be so much a 
task for us to accomplish as a natural outflow of a life excited about the Savior.”5 
Evangelistic programs certainly can help facilitate the sharing of the gospel. Evangelism 
finds its deep motivation and most natural expression, however, in the life of a believer 
who is actively engaged in his or her spiritual formation.  
This study considers how Cedar Hills might move from undervaluing spiritual 
formation to embracing spiritual formation. Like many contemporary churches, Cedar 
Hills currently offers only a few choices for fostering spiritual formation: small group 
participation, personal Scripture study, and consistent prayer. While healthy small groups 
can foster spiritual growth, they vary in the ability of their structure and leadership to fuel 
spiritual formation. Scripture reading and prayer hold a central place in the life of faith, 
but for the untrained these disciplines can intimidate rather than help. When deployed 
outside of a larger framework for spiritual growth, any spiritual practice may have a 
limited or even a negative effect on a person’s faith development.    
Without a clear framework for formation shared and supported across a 
community of faith, congregants who desire to grow have few choices. First, they can 
participate in the growth opportunities offered by their church, resigning themselves to 
                                                
5 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
167. 
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growing more slowly than they might wish. Alternatively, they can choose to grow by 
individually researching and initiating a personal program of spiritual growth. Finally, 
they might transfer to a church with a clearer pathway for spiritual formation. Instead of 
demanding resignation, exceptional initiative, or a church transfer, the introduction to 
spiritual formation outlined in this project calls for personal investment even as it 
provides a fruitful context for spiritual formation.  
 
Motivating Interests for a Spiritual Formation Project 
My interest in spiritual formation draws from personal, professional, and 
academic engagement with the topic. Growing up in evangelical Christian churches and 
attending an evangelical Christian college, my early life was marked by a deep 
appreciation for Scripture, a clear call to serve in the kingdom of God, and an invitation 
to ongoing communication with God through prayer. Yet until my late twenties, I knew 
almost nothing of the ancient spiritual disciplines. Even entering a Doctor of Ministry 
program represented an attempt to foster my spiritual growth. As I gained broader 
understanding of and experience in spiritual formation, I began to wonder how my 
experience might translate to the people of Cedar Hills.   
My professional engagement with spiritual formation springs from the urgent 
ministry need at Cedar Hills for spiritual formation. In early 2015 I proposed a shift in 
my pastoral job description. My previous co-pastoring role included a miscellany of 
responsibilities including, in part, staff supervision, monthly preaching, baptism 
coordination, facility maintenance oversight, and information technology 
implementation. My new, more focused pastoral role centers on championing spiritual 
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formation for adults at Cedar Hills. The job description for this role includes a call to 
design and implement a framework for spiritual formation. In fact, the implementation of 
the initiative described in this paper serves as the first initiative in my new pastoral role.   
Two consistent themes mark my academic work in the Doctor of Ministry 
program: spiritual growth and an exploration of ancient spiritual practices. These two 
themes shape this project. The coursework I undertook addressed both the importance 
and the means of spiritual growth. Moreover, each course served as an individualized and 
communal spiritual formation experience. Personal reading and reflection prior to a 
course expanded to group discussion during the course. Conversely, spiritual practices 
that were practiced as a group during the course often flourished as ongoing personal 
practices after the course. In retrospect, my coursework both motivated and prepared me 
for a final project focused on spiritual formation.  
My first course, Spiritual Leadership through Mentoring, considered the role of 
the mentor in deepening trust in God and guiding development toward God. This course 
introduced me to the consciousness examen, which figures as an element in this project. 
More broadly, the practice of the consciousness examen introduced me to the power of 
deploying ancient practices in contemporary spirituality.  
Father Richard Rohr introduced me to three expansive streams of spiritual 
formation in a course entitled The Wisdom Way: Scripture, Tradition, Experience. The 
coursework spanned the breadth of the Christian tradition, moving nimbly from 
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Franciscan theology to the contemporary integral spirituality of Ken Wilber.6 This course 
also introduced the Christian practice of silent prayer; each daylong class session opened 
with thirty minutes of silent group prayer. In addition, Fr. Rohr punctuated each hour of 
class with a minute of silent prayer. As detailed in Chapter 4, the idea of various 
traditions of spiritual formation and the practice of group silent meditation inform the 
current project.  
A course called Practicing the Way of Jesus paired an in-depth consideration of 
the kingdom of God in the life and teaching of Jesus with the idea of short-term, intensive 
spiritual formation groups. Designed to help individuals participate more fully in the 
kingdom of God, these groups provide a structure for active engagement in both personal 
and group spiritual transformation for six to ten weeks. The course emphasized that well-
designed and well-implemented spiritual formation intensives can be even more 
transformational than traditional small groups. This high-collaboration, high-engagement 
approach to growth serves as the blueprint for the intensive group experience described in 
this project.  
In a course titled Exploring the Celtic Heritage, I journeyed to the ancient 
Christian site of Lindisfarne, England, to explore Celtic rhythms of learning, worship and 
community. The course emphasized the transformational nature of Celtic education, a 
communal catechesis that unites learning, practice, and relationship. In addition, the 
course highlighted the Celtic idea of thin places as environmental and relational 
                                                
6 Ken Wilber, Integral Spirituality: A Startling New Role for Religion in the Modern and 
Postmodern World (Boston: Integral Books, 2006). 
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environments for a deepened revelation of God. Celtic catechesis and the concept of thin 
places further reinforced the transformational nature of spiritual formation in my thinking 
and influenced the design of the group experience in this project.  
My final course, Minister’s Personal Growth, considered practices that contribute 
to a life of flourishing. Combined with practical steps for self-care, the course 
emphasized a daily focus on the presence of God as essential for lifelong growth and 
service in the kingdom of God. In its attempt to outline a holistic approach to spiritual 
formation that addresses all dimensions of the human person, this project also aims to 
contribute to a comprehensively flourishing life. 
 
Project Overview 
The purpose of this doctoral project is to introduce the paradigm and practices of 
spiritual formation through a multi-session active, reflective, and collaborative group 
experience to equip adults to initiate and sustain a lifetime of continuous spiritual growth. 
More than an introduction to spiritual disciplines, the group experience seeks to orient 
participants to their current season of spiritual growth, equip them with broad categories 
of spiritual formation resources, and help them practice and reflect on specific 
disciplines. The project envisages both communal and individual spiritual formation, with 
learning, practice, and character development taking place in both solo and group 
environments. 
To implement the thesis of this project, two pilot initiatives will involve 
participants in a nine-session intensive group experience. More learning-focused than a 
traditional small group and less knowledge-focused than a class, this experience will 
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foster relationship among the participants as they learn about, discuss, and practice 
spiritual formation and a number of its attendant disciplines. The course intends to 
engage participants in ancient streams of spiritual formation for contemporary life during 
the intensive experience and to inspire ongoing engagement afterward. 
The pilot initiative includes three sequential components, with an overarching 
spiritual discipline woven throughout. The first week of the experience will orient 
participants to the concept and practices of spiritual formation. In addition, it will equip 
each participant to assess his or her current season of spiritual development using both a 
brief spiritual survey and a more comprehensive spiritual inventory.  
In the following weeks of the initiative, participants will discover the background 
and implementation of six streams of spiritual formation identified by Richard Foster.7 At 
the end of each group session, participants will choose a spiritual practice from that 
week’s stream of spiritual formation. After engaging in the practice throughout the week, 
participants will share their experience at the following session. Ideally, exposure to and 
practice of intentional spiritual formation will equip participants for both individual and 
group formation.  
The final week of the intensive will feature a group celebration along with the 
sharing of each person’s proposed plan for the next season of spiritual growth. Both at 
this celebration and throughout, the initiative will emphasize the practice of the 
                                                
7 Richard J. Foster, Streams of Living Water: Celebrating the Great Traditions of Christian Faith 
(San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1998). This survey of spiritual formation combines practical and 
historical theology to describe the paradigms and practices of Christian spiritual growth. While Foster 
identifies as a Quaker, this work, like other resources from his organization, Renovaré, carries an 
ecumenical tone.   
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consciousness examen as a means of continuous reflection on one’s relationship with 
God. In addition, the final session will reiterate the value of communal spiritual 
formation.  
To evaluate the effectiveness of the new initiative, a questionnaire will be 
distributed to all participants. Analysis of participant feedback, in concert with the 
author’s observations, will shape the future customization and implementation of the 
spiritual formation intensive. Additionally, participants in the intensive will be invited to 
help develop a culture of spiritual formation at Cedar Hills. Participants might facilitate 
future spiritual formation intensives or help to integrate the paradigms and practices of 
spiritual formation into existing small groups at Cedar Hills. 
This paper proceeds by first describing the ministry context of the studied church, 
then reflecting theologically on spiritual formation, and finally detailing the development 
and implementation of a new ministry initiative for spiritual formation. Chapter 1 
considers the community context, the ecclesial foundations, and the missional approach 
of Cedar Hills to further sharpen the ministry challenge. Chapter 2 launches a two-
chapter theological reflection. The chapter surveys several important texts in the literature 
of spiritual formation and in Pentecostal ecclesiology. Insights from these texts frame the 
ministry challenge and introduce tools for addressing the challenge. Chapter 3 
synthesizes data from Scripture, Christian tradition, and culture to develop a theology of 
spiritual formation. Collectively, the first three chapters of the project contextualize a 
new ministry initiative focused on the ministry challenge. Moving from reflection to 
implementation, Chapter 4 details the components of the new ministry initiative. Chapter 
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5 recounts the implementation of the new ministry initiative and reports results. The 
paper concludes with a summary of the project and highlights its implications both for 
Cedar Hills and the wider Christian community.    
The kingdom of God is never static. Instead, the kingdom is always active: in 
creation, in the Church, and in the life of every Christian. The invitation of the kingdom 
of God is for every human being to cooperate with God’s call to become formed in the 
image of Jesus Christ. This project serves as a contribution to that ongoing 
transformation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
COMMUNITY AND CHURCH CONTEXT 
 
This chapter considers the larger geographic and civic community of which Cedar 
Hills is a part as well as the unique features of the church itself. For the wider 
community, the discussion will highlight social, economic, educational, and 
environmental influences that contribute to a haphazard engagement in Christian growth. 
Next, the chapter examines the history, denominational heritage, engagement approach, 
and major constituencies of Cedar Hills. The chapter concludes with an assessment of 
current spiritual formation efforts at Cedar Hills and its readiness for a robust 
introduction to spiritual formation. As part of this assessment, the project envisages a 
transition from sporadic solo formation to ongoing spiritual formation in community. 
 
Sandpoint, Idaho: “America’s Most Beautiful Small Town” 
Nestled in mountainous northern Idaho, the semi-rural town of Sandpoint boasts 
natural beauty and manifold recreational opportunities. With a population of just over 
seven thousand, this up-and-coming tourist destination includes amenities of lesser-
known cities several times its size. Sandpoint hosts scores of restaurants, gift shops, and 
lodging options to serve tens of thousands of visitors each year. In the summer, tourists 
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ply the unspoiled waters of Lake Pend Oreille; in the winter, Schweitzer Mountain Resort 
hosts skiers and snowboarders. 
Over the last three decades, Sandpoint has transitioned from an extraction 
industry boomtown to a burgeoning resort town. Founded as a logging and mining camp 
in the late nineteenth century, Sandpoint now attributes 25 percent of its economy to 
retail and tourism services.1 While not as well-known as iconic mountain towns like Sun 
Valley, Idaho, or Aspen, Colorado, Sandpoint regularly garners national attention for its 
natural setting, its casual feel, and its charming amenities. In 2011, travel publisher Rand 
McNally named Sandpoint its “Most Beautiful Small Town.”2 This attention, combined 
with earlier citations in USA Today and other national publications, has helped to spur a 
population increase of more than 10 percent over the last decade.3 
People who move to Sandpoint join an active, outdoor-focused community replete 
with festivals, fun runs, regattas, ski races, and rodeos. In fact, most weekends find 
Sandpoint hosting a large-scale outdoor event. In addition to organized and competitive 
activities, Sandpoint also offers year-round recreation opportunities: snow sports, water 
sports, and alpine pursuits. The nearby Selkirk and Cabinet Mountain Ranges attract 
hikers, bikers, hunters, and photographers. The natural beauty of the area holds religious 
                                                
1 “American Fact Finder,” U.S. Census Bureau, accessed October 10, 2015, 
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/community_facts.xhtml. 
2 “Best of the Road 2011 Recap,” Rand McNally, accessed October 17, 2015, 
http://www.bestoftheroad.com/page/recap. 
3 Laura Bly, “Sure, It Looks Idyllic Now . . . ,” USA Today, last modified August 24, 2004, 
accessed October 17, 2015, http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/travel/destinations/2004-08-19-sandpoint-
main_x.htm. 
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significance even for those outside a community of faith. Indeed, outdoor enthusiasts 
frequently comment that nature serves as all the church they will ever need. 
No amount of natural beauty or recreational opportunity, though, can obscure the 
social, economic, and spiritual challenges Sandpoint faces. The social and physical 
climate of the area contributes to a fragmented community fabric and personal isolation. 
Indeed, the reasons people choose to move to and stay in Sandpoint often preclude 
openness to or consistent participation in church life and faith development. 
 
Community Influences 
Wide economic disparity contributes to the fragmentation of Sandpoint’s culture. 
Newcomers who sell even modest homes in markets like southern California find 
themselves able to buy large homes on multi-acre lots in Sandpoint. Meanwhile, long-
time residents struggle to afford rising housing costs as the economy slowly improves 
and the city’s profile rises. While many newcomers bring with them telecommuting jobs, 
entrepreneurial enterprises, and financial resources for weathering economic downturns, 
nearly half of those in the local workforce work in lower-wage construction, 
manufacturing and retail jobs.4 Mirroring this economic disparity, while 15.5 percent of 
Bonner County residents live at or below the poverty level, a nearly equal share (14.6 
percent) enjoy one hundred thousand dollars or more in annual income.5 
                                                
4 “American Fact Finder.” 
5 Ibid. 
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Part-time residency also fragments the community. Sandpoint enjoys long, 
temperate, bright summers (June through September), counterbalanced by long, cold, 
dark winters (December through March). Some retired residents enjoy split residency, 
summering in Sandpoint and wintering in southern climates such as Arizona, California, 
or even Mexico. While these part-time residents may engage in church life while living in 
Sandpoint, their schedules preclude consistent participation in year-round small groups. 
Even for those who live in Sandpoint full-time, the region’s climate and 
geography contributes to social isolation. In short, social engagement mirrors weather 
conditions. A snowstorm in the winter quickly trumps the best of intentions for attending 
an evening or weekend event. Conversely, on a cloudless summer day the call of outdoor 
pursuits often wins out over the call to engage in indoor spiritual growth environments. 
The region’s low population density also reinforces isolation. Families with children in 
school and league sports have little time to participate in local weekend activities, church 
or otherwise. With other sports leagues often a half-day’s drive away, families frequently 
consume an entire weekend commuting to, participating in, and returning from sports 
events.  
A fierce ethos of independence further balkanizes the Sandpoint area. Newcomers 
frequently report moving to Sandpoint to escape frenetic city life for their own private 
Idaho. In an area where driveways can be miles long and the nearest neighbor may live a 
mile or more away, self-reliance abounds. This self-reliance—expressed in stacking 
multiplied cords of wood for heating, planting large gardens, and installing gas-powered 
generators for backup power—serves residents well for surviving in remote or even off-
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grid areas. At the same time, this self-reliance breeds isolation. If proximity fosters 
relationship, then a low population density like Sandpoint’s fosters seclusion.  
Related to its geographic isolation, the population of Sandpoint fragments even 
among educational lines. With the nearest community college over an hour away, 30 
percent of adult residents possess a high school diploma; under 25 percent of adults 
possess a bachelor’s degree or higher.6 This disparity in educational attainment poses a 
challenge for introducing any new subject, including spiritual formation. For 
effectiveness in Sandpoint, presenters, pastors, lecturers, and facilitators must win and 
keep the attention of people across a broad educational spectrum.  
While more difficult to measure, the mood of a community may be even more 
important for understanding and responding to its unique needs. Sandpoint residents rate 
the following categories “somewhat unimportant”: devotion to family, altruism, and 
religious faith.7 Each of these categories reflects on openheartedness. Investing in family, 
giving time or money to charitable organizations, and participating in communities of 
faith all presuppose a worldview that extends beyond one’s own needs. If accurate, the 
data suggest that Sandpoint residents tend to be somewhat self-focused and unconvinced 
that religious engagement plays a fundamental role in life. 
                                                
6 “Mission Insite,” accessed October 17, 2015, http://missioninsite.com. This data derives from a 
privately-accessible, customized demographic report for the geographic area within a radius of twenty 
miles of the Cedar Hills campus.  
7 Ibid. Survey rankings employed a five-point scale; “somewhat important” was the second-lowest 
rank after “very unimportant.”  
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More hopefully, some data affirm opportunities for engaging local residents in 
Christian spiritual formation. First, residents of Sandpoint rate their overall sense of well-
being as low.8 This self-assessment represents a significant opportunity for communities 
of faith. Churches like Cedar Hills could engage people by clearly demonstrating how 
spiritual growth contributes to overall well-being. Further, since residents rate the desire 
to broaden horizons and pursue personal growth as very important, Cedar Hills could 
position spiritual formation opportunities as environments for personal development.9  
 
Cedar Hills Church: From Church Plant to Maturing Congregation 
Cedar Hills is an Assemblies of God church averaging seven hundred in total 
weekend attendance. Located just minutes from downtown Sandpoint, Idaho, the 
congregation includes people from across Bonner County—twenty miles in every 
direction. The church is known within Bonner County for welcoming people at any stage 
of spiritual engagement and hosts first-time guests every weekend. 
The genesis of Cedar Hills dates to 1999 when its founding pastor, Eric Rust, and 
Eric’s wife, Nicole, vacationed in Sandpoint. Nicole had grown up in Sandpoint, and the 
Rusts had often wondered about the possibility of relocating to the area from central 
California. As the Rusts walked the quaint downtown streets of Sandpoint and talked 
with some of Nicole’s high school friends, they dreamed of planting a church for people 
who had never been part of a church.  
                                                
8 “Mission Insite.”  
9 Ibid. 
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As the Rusts’ dream moved toward reality in 2001, a raft of questions followed: 
what model of church to adopt, what needs to meet, what leadership structure to build. 
Initially, the Rusts anticipated Cedar Hills growing to a church of around one hundred 
people. The invitational and attractional approach of Cedar Hills fueled a far larger 
response. By the end of Cedar Hills’ first year (2002), weekend attendance averaged over 
two hundred people. Cedar Hills’ growth curved steeply upward over the next several 
years; by late 2005, the church included more than five hundred people in weekly 
gatherings. 
 
Denominational Heritage 
While affirming of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, Cedar Hills differs from those 
Assemblies of God churches that include speaking in tongues or prophetic speaking as 
part of weekend services. Perhaps because of this difference, most congregants are 
unaware of Cedar Hills’ Assemblies of God affiliation and, more broadly, its connection 
to the Pentecostal tradition. In fact, many congregants assume Cedar Hills to be a non-
denominational Christian church. As discussed in following chapters, however, Cedar 
Hills’ Pentecostal heritage provides a significant resource for engaged, Spirit-sensitive, 
and collaborative spiritual formation.  
Doctrinal statements of the Assemblies of God (hereafter, AG) provide clear 
support for spiritual formation. The denomination’s founding document, “Statement of 
Fundamental Truths,” includes two references pertinent to spiritual formation. 
Fundamental Ten describes one of the four functions of the Church thus: “To be a 
channel of God’s purpose to build a body of saints being perfected in the image of His 
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Son.” In turn, Fundamental Eleven identifies the “building a body of saints being 
perfected in the image of [God’s] Son” as one of four purposes of ordained ministry.10 In 
short, Cedar Hills can readily draw denominational support for spiritual formation efforts.   
The broader level of the Pentecostal tradition offers historical—if somewhat 
obscured—precedent for spiritual formation as the development of holiness. Daniel 
Castelo contends that despite Pentecostalism’s deep roots in the Holiness Movement, that 
heritage “does little to inform present-day Pentecostal self-understandings and self-
projected trajectories.”11 Developing a culture of spiritual formation at Cedar Hills calls 
for recovering this heritage and redeploying it in a contemporary context. This recovery 
and redeployment, however, must transcend a potentially limiting feature of 
Pentecostalism: its ad hoc ecclesiology. Motivated by eschatological expectation, early 
Pentecostal churches focused more on evangelization than on ecclesial structures for 
spiritual formation.12 In like manner, since its founding Cedar Hills has prioritized 
evangelistic outreach over spiritual formation.  
Perhaps responding to an inattention to spiritual formation within the 
denomination as a whole, the General Council of the Assemblies of God strongly 
                                                
10 “Assemblies of God Statement of Fundamental Truths,” General Council of the Assemblies of 
God, accessed September 6, 2015, 
http://www.ag.org/top/beliefs/statement_of_fundamental_truths/sft_full.cfm. 
11 Daniel Castelo, “The Improvisational Quality of Ecclesial Holiness,” in Toward a Pentecostal 
Ecclesiology: The Church and the Fivefold Gospel, ed. John Christopher Thomas (Cleveland, TN: CPT 
Press, 2010), 88. 
12 Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Toward a Pneumatological Theology: Pentecostal and Ecumenical 
Perspectives on Ecclesiology, Soteriology, and Theology of Mission, ed. Amos Yong (Lanham, MD: 
University Press of America, 2002), 114. 
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encourages participation in both Christian education and small group communities for 
spiritual growth.13 Based on data from the most recent survey available (2008), however, 
less than half of AG churches evaluate progress and spiritual growth of members. 
Moreover, only about one-third of AG churches report majority participation in Christian 
education or small group communities.14 While Christian education and small group 
communities can serve as effective environments for spiritual growth, the 2008 survey 
suggests that within the AG these environments are either underutilized, ineffective, or 
both. 
This tepid response to spiritual growth environments in AG churches may reflect 
the liability of importing growth models from non-Pentecostal traditions. In her study of 
Pentecostal catechesis, Cheryl Bridges Johns observes that most Pentecostal 
denominations simply adopt existing models of faith formation. These models, however, 
fail to represent the dynamic and corporate elements of Pentecostal tradition.15 Following 
Johns, this project outlines a distinctively Pentecostal approach to spiritual formation at 
Cedar Hills. 
 
Engagement Approach 
Cedar Hills’ culture emphasizes activity, positive emotion, progress, and 
celebration. This outward-focused approach spawns creative sermon series, large-scale 
                                                
13 “2008 Discipleship Survey Results,” General Council of the Assemblies of God, accessed 
August 19, 2015, http://discipleship.ag.org/resources/survey/index.cfm. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Cheryl Bridges Johns, Pentecostal Formation: A Pedagogy among the Oppressed (1998; repr., 
Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2010), 140.  
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community events, broad marketing campaigns, and future-oriented vision meetings. As 
a result, Cedar Hills has grown from a core group of fifty people meeting in the Rusts’ 
home to the largest evangelical Christian church in Bonner County. 
Guided by an ambitious mission—“for every person in our community to 
experience full life in Jesus Christ”—Cedar Hills strives to welcome, engage, and 
challenge every person who attends a weekend service. Weekend services include up-
tempo music, sermons informed by felt needs, and frequent references to contemporary 
culture. This style attracts not only younger people but also people from older 
generations, who frequently comment on the energy and enthusiasm of weekend services. 
In fact, Cedar Hills hosts a wide diversity of age cohorts: high school students, young 
families, late careerists, and retirees. 
This focus on energetic engagement and felt-need programming may 
unintentionally stifle prospects for spiritual formation. Cedar Hills’ approach may 
unwittingly promote faith-distorting emotionalism, “a system that perceives faith’s 
existence to be positive emotions and a sense of being ‘inspired.’”16 In this context, 
congregants may struggle in their faith when either personal or church circumstances 
leave them uninspired. Similarly, felt-need sermons may dampen ongoing spiritual 
curiosity, since no church or pastor can “lay a satisfactory foundation for spiritual 
formation or growth in grace by approaching people in terms of ‘the trouble they are 
                                                
16 James Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 164. 
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in.’”17 Once a congregant’s specific need has been addressed he or she may be less 
inclined to pursue further resources of the faith.  
The significant resources and organization required for Cedar Hills’ weekend 
services leaves little room to advocate for and celebrate spiritual formation. While 
intended to invite increasing numbers of people to actively participate in the kingdom of 
God, the consumer-driven model of Cedar Hills’ weekend services may unintentionally 
devolve into a “pragmatic lust for quantity and effectiveness which lacks the theological 
concern for quality—that is, for a responsible Christian discipleship and ecclesiology.”18 
While quality weekend services must feature prominently in the life of any church, 
spiritual formation must feature centrally.    
Given this church context, congregants at Cedar Hills may be less likely to engage 
in the patient, challenging work of spiritual formation. Cedar Hills’ weekend services 
lead with inspiration and relevance, with the hope and expectation that those qualities 
will bring about ongoing spiritual growth. By contrast, intentional spiritual formation 
leads with a commitment to personal and corporate spiritual growth. This commitment, in 
turn, provides inspiration and resources for responding to the challenges of life. 
In concert with its mission, Cedar Hills emphasizes process as one of seven core 
values. The church defines the term thus: “We choose to honor people where they are 
                                                
17 Dallas Willard, Renovation of the Heart: Putting on the Character of Christ (Colorado Springs: 
NavPress, 2002), 243.  
18 Steven J. Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom (1993; repr., Cleveland: 
CPT Press, 2010), 180. 
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today, and encourage everyone to make progress on his/her spiritual journey.”19 
Accordingly, weekend services seek to address both Christ-followers and those outside 
the faith. This approach largely succeeds in engaging people in a faith journey for the 
first time. This approach also assists in reengaging people in church life after a season of 
disengagement. As a result of its mission and approach, Cedar Hills welcomes a steady 
stream of newcomers both literally and figuratively through its wide and welcoming front 
door. 
The second, progress-focused dimension of the core value of process, however, 
has yet to be fully developed at Cedar Hills. As a result, a significant number of 
congregants also exit Cedar Hills’ back door to search for spiritual growth environments 
and resources elsewhere. A new focus on spiritual formation could help the church retain 
congregants by catalyzing their spiritual growth. 
 
Congregational Constituencies by Growth Stage 
Like any healthy church, Cedar Hills includes people at every stage of spiritual 
growth.20 The church struggles, however, to provide avenues for people at every stage to 
advance in knowledge of, obedience to, and love for Jesus Christ across time. In large 
part, the current spiritual formation climate of Cedar Hills represents a collection of 
“approaches that leave people high and dry after a heavy initial input in the first phases of 
                                                
19 “Cedar Hills Values,” Cedar Hills Church, accessed October 2, 2016, 
http://www.cedarhillschurch.com/about-us/values. 
20 Greg L. Hawkins and Cally Parkinson, Reveal: Where Are You? (Barrington, IL: Willow Creek 
Resources, 2007). The authors provide a helpful taxonomy of spiritual development, suggesting four stages 
of spiritual development: exploring Christ, growing in Christ, close to Christ, Christ-centered. 
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discipleship, with nothing new to aim for, only more of the same.”21 More of the same 
includes public reminders to participate in the most obvious expressions of church life. 
As Ruth Haley Barton observes, however, “There is still a bias toward assuming that if 
one is attending church services regularly, participating in a small group, serving with 
one’s gifts and tithing faithfully they [churchgoers] are transforming. This is decidedly 
not the case.”22 In order to promote transformation for every person at Cedar Hills, the 
church must position the activities Barton mentions within a larger framework of spiritual 
growth.   
While weekend services contribute to spiritual growth across all stages, services 
are a top growth catalyst only for those in the early stages of spiritual growth. For 
intermediate and advanced stages, adult education and additional teaching take priority as 
catalysts.23 The proposed ministry initiative addresses both of these educative catalysts.     
While they may not label their requests as related to spiritual formation, people at 
Cedar Hills regularly inquire about spiritual formation resources and environments. A 
sampling of recent comments includes: “I feel stuck, I have been stuck for a while, and I 
don’t know how to get unstuck.” “I have some questions that my small group can’t 
answer—who can help me?” “How do I grow in my faith?” To move toward a culture of 
                                                
21 Tony Horsfall, Mentoring for Spiritual Growth: Sharing the Journey of Faith (Oxford: Bible 
Reading Fellowship, 2008), 20. 
22 Ruth Haley Barton et al., “Spiritual Formation in the Church,” Journal of Spiritual Formation & 
Soul Care 7, no. 2 (2014): 301. 
23 Greg L. Hawkins and Cally Parkinson, Follow Me: What’s Next for You? (Barrington, IL: 
Willow Creek Resources, 2008), 36, 40.  
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spiritual formation, Cedar Hills must engage those currently stalled in their spiritual 
growth. 
 
Toward a Culture of Spiritual Formation 
Of the many areas calling for additional resources and leadership, Cedar Hills 
must prioritize attention for spiritual formation. Every fully-orbed, biblically faithful 
church must champion the formation of disciples in the context of community. 
Missiologist Paul Mueller categorizes churches into four quadrants formed by a mission 
axis and a discipleship axis.24 Mueller argues for the high mission/high discipleship 
quadrant as God’s intention for every church. Cedar Hills, however, currently exists as a 
high mission/low discipleship church.  
With their decidedly outward-looking focus, high mission/low discipleship 
churches excel at inviting and assimilating newcomers and engaging in community 
service. Such churches, however, tend to be “weak when it comes to biblical literacy and 
theological reflection, and exhibit deficiencies in character and creed that, in the end, 
sabotage the very mission they are about . . . with people largely not experiencing the 
individual depth and transformation of heart and mind to which Jesus invites us.”25 
Increasing Cedar Hills’ focus on spiritual formation, then, is essential for its maturity. 
Only by creating a culture of spiritual formation can Cedar Hills help congregants realize 
the deep, transformational power of the gospel. 
                                                
24 Paul W. Mueller, “Some Thoughts About the Attractional, Sending, and Engaged Church,” 
Missio Apostolica 19, no. 2 (2011): 128. 
25 Ibid. 
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Previous Spiritual Formation Efforts 
Previous attempts to foster spiritual formation at Cedar Hills resulted in uneven 
progress. For example, an initiative designed to help people read and reflect on the Bible 
through a daily reading and journaling plan initially stimulated interest. Three weeks in, 
however, interest dwindled. Similarly, a recent sermon series highlighted the formative 
power of serving. While this emphasis elicited some new volunteers, response rates to 
serving opportunities dropped precipitously after the emphasis concluded.  
Of all Cedar Hills’ existing environments, small groups hold the most promise for 
inculcating spiritual formation. Since people attending groups tend to be more invested in 
their own spiritual growth, their receptivity to spiritual formation likely runs high. 
Without the benefit of a spiritual formation framework, however, few leaders will be able 
to guide their group members in ongoing spiritual growth. In addition, most groups focus 
on episodic studies rather than longitudinal growth; their approach is topical rather than 
holistic. 
The initiatives identified above do hold potential for promoting spiritual 
formation. Without the broader framework of spiritual formation, however, these 
initiatives offer only short-term spiritual growth. Currently, Cedar Hills offers a disparate 
collection of environments and practices for spiritual growth without a unitive paradigm 
to help congregants pursue holistic growth over a lifetime of faith. 
 
Seeds of Change for Spiritual Formation 
Every church regularly faces opportunities for change and transition. At each 
inflection point, a church may either press into the possibilities of an unknown future or 
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attempt to regress to an imagined ideal of the past.26 Cedar Hills encountered a significant 
inflection point in the spring of 2013. After more than a decade of ministry, key 
indicators suggested that Cedar Hills had stalled. Financial giving shrank. Attendance at 
weekend services declined. Small group participation ebbed to its lowest point in the 
church’s history. Tellingly, exit interviews revealed that attrition stemmed largely from 
congregants’ dissatisfaction with their spiritual growth at Cedar Hills. Clearly, it was time 
for the church to innovate for a new future or else resign itself to an ongoing decline. 
Since its founding in 2001, Cedar Hills had organized around a simple mission: 
“introducing people to a growing relationship with Jesus Christ.” This mission had 
motivated over a decade of solid engagement with the community. Unfortunately, the 
growing dimension of the mission had been relegated to what congregants could absorb 
in either a weekend service or a small group.  
In July 2013, the lead pastor, the author of this project, an organizational 
leadership consultant, and a representative from the Board of Elders met for a two-day 
leadership summit focused on Cedar Hills’ vision and mission. The group emerged from 
the summit with a new, expanded, and sharpened vision rooted in John 10:10. In October 
2013 Cedar Hills adopted a new mission: “for every person in our community to 
experience full life in Jesus Christ.”  
This new mission clarified Cedar Hills’ identity and charted its future. First, the 
mission highlighted the values Cedar Hills desired to build into its members: generosity, 
                                                
26 Alan J. Roxburgh, The Sky Is Falling: Leaders Lost in Transition (Eagle, ID: ACI, 2005), 91. 
Roxburgh offers an insightful overview of the process of change in churches. 
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a focus on others, kingdom-mindedness, selfless service, and God-honoring living. 
Second, the mission allowed church leadership to identify gaps between current realities 
of Cedar Hills and the future envisaged by the mission. In turn, these discoveries 
motivated several strategic changes: establishment of a structured financial stewardship 
system, the hiring of a full-time youth pastor, and the development of a comprehensive 
volunteer system. 
In addition to the changes above, the full life in Jesus Christ called for in the 
mission generated new interest in spiritual formation. From its earliest days, Cedar Hills’ 
preference for a simple church schedule led it to resist traditional formation environments 
such as midweek or Sunday night services. Like some other contemporary churches, 
though, with this resistance Cedar Hills “simply abandoned many practices without 
adopting alternative formational patterns.”27 To prioritize the development and 
implementation of new formational patterns, the church realigned a pastoral role 
(currently held by the author) around spiritual formation for adults. This role launched in 
September 2015, coinciding with the implementation of this Doctor of Ministry project.  
 
Charting the Path from Solo to Communal Formation 
To move Cedar Hills from its current focus on individualistic spiritual formation 
to formation in community will require significant cultural and behavioral change. First, 
Cedar Hills must challenge consumer expectations in the church. Unlike the big box 
stores located near the church campus, Cedar Hills is not a merchant of goods and 
                                                
27 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
13. 
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services. As Wilhoit notes, “The formational ministry of a church will never be fully 
effective if people come to the church simply to consume spiritual benefits in exchange 
for their money and loyalty.”28 Instead of merchandizing practical life skills, Cedar Hills 
exists to unite God’s people in mutually forming each other into the image of Jesus 
Christ. To promote this perspective, Cedar Hills must consistently emphasize the 
corporate, collaborative nature of Christian spirituality.   
Second, Cedar Hills must foster deeper levels of corporate spirituality among its 
members. Instead of “narrow and superficial” interaction that addresses the exterior of a 
person’s life without considering the heart, spiritual formation calls for the difficult and 
vulnerable work of soul-level sharing in community.29 Only by changing the approach of 
existing small groups and by establishing new, formation-focused groups can this level of 
sharing be achieved within Cedar Hills. 
Fortunately, Cedar Hills’ identity includes significant openness to communal 
spiritual formation. With a core value of relationships, the church prizes group process. 
Cedar Hills proclaims, “We encourage and challenge everyone to make spiritual progress 
as we do life with others.”30 To effectively introduce spiritual formation at Cedar Hills 
requires first positioning a spiritual formation framework within a relational context.  
                                                
28 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
157. 
29 M. Robert Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1993), 147. 
30 “Cedar Hills Values.” 
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Communal environments offer a heightened focus and connectedness to the 
process of spiritual formation. Like a trade guild, a spiritual formation community 
provides a space both for learning about a unique set of tools and for teaching others to 
use them. To build a culture of spiritual formation, Cedar Hills must capitalize on its 
existing relational strength, pairing that quality with intentional spiritual formation 
environments and tools. 
In the following two chapters, the discussion broadens from the immediate 
context of Cedar Hills to the theological context of spiritual formation. First, a survey of 
pertinent scholarly literature introduces several definitions of and approaches to spiritual 
formation. Next, Chapter 3 advances a theology of spiritual formation through biblical 
exegesis, dialogue with other Christian traditions, and cultural reflection. Together, these 
chapters develop a theological foundation for spiritual formation at Cedar Hills.     
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter surveys relevant scholarly literature to establish a strong foundation 
for an introductory adult spiritual formation initiative at Cedar Hills. The discussion first 
reviews two texts that provide an overview of spiritual formation. Next, the chapter 
considers two volumes focused on the ecclesial and theological context of spiritual 
formation within the Pentecostal tradition. Here, the review aims to identify both 
resources for and resistance to spiritual formation within the studied church’s tradition. 
The chapter concludes by reviewing two works depicting spiritual formation as an 
intentional and communal process. 
 
Christian Spiritual Formation: An Integrated Approach for Personal and Relational 
Wholeness, Diane Chandler 
Diane Chandler presents an overview of spiritual formation as a recovery of the 
imago Dei. To that end, Chandler details a thoroughly Trinitarian definition of Christian 
spiritual formation as “the process of being restored into the image of God through Jesus 
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Christ in its multidimensionality by the work of the Holy Spirit.”1 In effect, Chandler 
outlines a biblical anthropology of Christian formation, attending to the principal 
dimensions of the human person as arenas for the work for spiritual formation.2 
To launch her thesis, Chandler begins at a simple, yet profound, place: the love of 
God.3 The love of God motivated God to create humans in the imago Dei and to send 
Jesus Christ to redeem humanity’s corrupted image. This same love conforms humans to 
the imago Christi. Given this love, humans reciprocate by “respond[ing] to grace by 
growth in each formation dimension” in order to witness to the gloria Dei, the glory of 
God.4 This reciprocation of love serves as a blueprint for one’s participation in Christian 
spiritual formation.  
Chandler addresses seven dimensions of human life, intentionally beginning with 
the formation of the human spirit as the foundation of all growth in “the living in and 
telling of God’s story.”5 This section of Chandler’s text holds the most promise for the 
project envisaged in this paper. Chandler sees formation of the human spirit as an 
“ongoing, interactive and grace-based process.”6 Received as a gift, this work of grace 
fundamentally “redirects the human spirit to love and obey God, while restraining sin and 
                                                
1 Diane Chandler, Christian Spiritual Formation: An Integrated Approach for Personal and 
Relational Wholeness (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2014), 17. 
2 Ibid., 19. 
3 Ibid., 42. 
4 Ibid., 45. 
5 Ibid., 67. 
6 Ibid., 70. 
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lust.”7 In short, God both initiates and sustains the process of spiritual formation. Human 
response to this redirecting and restraining force includes humble acceptance and 
cooperation with God’s activity.  
Throughout, Chandler insists that Christian spiritual formation includes, but is not 
limited to, formation of the human spirit. Instead, Christian spiritual formation affects the 
recovery of the imago Dei in every dimension of human life. This sweeping scope for 
formation means that one cannot simply be formed cognitively in the imago Christi; 
instead, one must be experientially formed.8 For the proposed initiative, this perspective 
reinforces the need to engage participants in stimulating discussion and activity both in 
and beyond the group. 
For future development of a culture of spiritual formation at Cedar Hills, 
Chandler’s comprehensive framework expands the scope of what qualifies as spiritual 
formation. For example, an annual course on biblical stewardship could easily be cast 
solely as a skills class. From the perspective of Chandler’s model, though, such a class 
could contribute to growth in a key dimension of human life under the reign of God—
resource stewardship.   
The primary limitation of Chandler’s framework for spiritual formation is its 
sheer scope. Faced with a bewildering array of dimensions in which to grow, Chandler’s 
reader struggles to know where to begin. While comprehensive, Chandler’s approach 
                                                
7 Chandler, Christian Spiritual Formation: An Integrated Approach for Personal and Relational 
Wholeness, 74. 
8 Ibid., 133. 
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appears to lack a clear roadmap for progressing along a journey of spiritual formation. 
Despite this limitation, the book very helpfully frames the topic of spiritual formation as 
a recovery of God’s original intention for humanity.  
 
Foundations of Spiritual Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming Like 
Christ, Paul Pettit 
The essays in Paul Pettit’s compendium of spiritual formation share a common 
conviction: spiritual formation involves both change and community. Not surprisingly, 
then, Pettit defines spiritual formation as “the ongoing process of the triune God 
transforming the believer’s life and character toward the life and character of Jesus 
Christ—accomplished by the ministry of the Spirit in the context of biblical 
community.”9 Over the course of eleven essays, professors and practitioners illuminate 
both the theological underpinnings and the practical implications of community-focused 
spiritual formation. 
In a contemporary culture that prizes individualism, corporate spiritual formation 
calls for special emphasis. As Pettit notes, “The change or transformation that occurs in 
the believer’s life happens best in the context of authentic, Christian community and is 
oriented as service toward God and others.”10 This perspective highlights the relational 
context of all spiritual formation efforts. Consequently, it challenges the way in which 
spiritual formation environments might be presented at Cedar Hills. Spiritual formation 
                                                
9 Paul Pettit, Foundations of Spiritual Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming Like 
Christ (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 2008), 24. 
10 Ibid., 19. 
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goes beyond getting one’s relational needs met, acquiring knowledge, and gaining 
spiritual experience. While those elements may be included, a spiritual formation 
environment serves fundamentally as a space in which “individuality is expressed in and 
for the benefit of the Christian community.”11 Far from a consumer-oriented enterprise, 
spiritual formation at Cedar Hills must focus on building community with God and 
others. 
One contributor to this volume, Gordon Johnston, contends that growth in 
spiritual formation directly reflects the depth of community developed in a given group 
of Christians.12 With this measure in mind, designing an environment that encourages 
informal conversation and relationship-building may be just as important as developing 
the teaching content of a spiritual formation group meeting. Further contributing to 
relational connection, a community focused on spiritual formation finds its orienting 
center in “the common salvific work of Christ in the lives of all believers.”13  
Responding to God’s gift of grace in the process of spiritual formation carries 
both a centrifugal and a centripetal dimension. One’s participation in a spiritual formation 
community seeks to promote the growth of those within the community. Conversely, 
spiritual formation also prepares and equips Christians to witness to those outside the 
                                                
11 Jonathan Morrow, “Introducing Spiritual Formation,” in Foundations of Spiritual Formation: A 
Community Approach to Becoming Like Christ, ed. Paul Pettit (Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, 2008), 
48. 
12 Gordon Johnston, “Old Testament Community and Spiritual Formation,” in Foundations of 
Spiritual Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming Like Christ, ed. Paul Pettit (Grand Rapids: 
Kregel Publications, 2008), 101. 
13 Ibid., 77. 
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faith.14 This dual perspective helps shape the proposed ministry initiative. The initiative 
must actively encourage and celebrate Christian community. At the same time, it must 
also point people outward to those who are not yet included in Christian community. 
Pettit’s collection offers a theologically grounded and practical introduction to 
spiritual formation. In fact, many of the chapters in the second half of the book could 
serve as outlines for spiritual formation learning sessions. One limitation of the resource 
for the proposed project is that it does not speak directly to Richard Foster’s streams of 
spiritual formation. Still, with its insistence that those pursuing spiritual formation must 
“seek to draw upon provisions God has given”—including the central provision of 
Christian community—the resource points to both a foundation and a means of spiritual 
formation.15 
 
Toward a Pneumatological Theology: Pentecostal and Ecumenical Perspectives on 
Ecclesiology, Soteriology, and Theology of Mission, Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen 
In his series of essays on pneumatology, systematic theologian Veli-Matti 
Kärkkäinen calls churches in the Pentecostal tradition—and in all Christian traditions—to 
more fully welcome and appropriate the energizing work of the Holy Spirit. Kärkkäinen 
argues for a pneumatological ecclesiology that defines the Church as “koinonia of the 
Spirit among the members of the body of Christ. The charismatic life is constitutive of 
                                                
14 Darrell Bock, “New Testament Community and Spiritual Formation,” in Foundations of 
Spiritual Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming More Like Christ, ed. Paul Pettit (Grand Rapids: 
Kregel Publications, 2008), 115. 
15 Ibid., 117. 
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and not derivative from the Church’s being.”16 This view of the Spirit-constituted and 
Spirit-empowered Church further reinforces the critical role of community in spiritual 
formation. In addition, this view highlights the role of the Holy Spirit as the divine agent 
of spiritual formation.  
In introducing Pentecostalism, Kärkkäinen lists the five tenets of Pentecostalism. 
This list includes a tenet particularly germane to spiritual formation: “sanctification by 
faith as a second definite work of grace.”17 Given this heritage, a culture of spiritual 
formation ought to characterize any healthy Pentecostal church, including Cedar Hills. 
More provocatively, Kärkkäinen suggests the addition of a sixth Pentecostal tenet: the 
priesthood and prophethood of all believers.18 Following Martin Luther, Kärkkäinen 
transcends the distinction between clergy and laity, arguing instead that the “inner life of 
the church is the priesthood of Christians for each other.”19 In this ecclesiology, the 
church serves not a dispenser of religious goods and services, but rather as a community 
in which “each individual acts in the person of Christ and each is a recipient of this 
action.”20  
                                                
16 Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Toward a Pneumatological Theology: Pentecostal and Ecumenical 
Perspectives on Ecclesiology, Soteriology, and Theology of Mission (Lanham, MD: University Press of 
America, 2002), 87. 
17 Ibid., 58. 
18 Ibid., 58-59. 
19 Ibid., 124. 
20 Ibid., 121. 
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A producer-consumer ecclesial model precludes the possibility of widespread 
spiritual formation. By contrast, a “participatory ecclesiology” confronts the 
consumeristic tendencies of a church such as Cedar Hills.21 Constituted as a Spirit-bound 
gathering wherein every person is a priest, a participatory church avoids unnecessary 
bureaucratization. In short, the priesthood of all believers promotes a flat leadership 
structure.  
In concert with the Pentecostal tenet on sanctification, Kärkkäinen points to a 
congregationally-mediated culture of spiritual formation. Kärkkäinen writes, “The work 
of the Spirit lifts individuals ecstatically above their own particularity not only to 
participation in the sonship of Christ but at the same time also to experience the 
fellowship in the body of Christ.” 22 Spiritual formation emerges as Spirit-empowered 
Christians seek each other’s growth and humbly partner with the growth God brings them 
through others. Both for the proposed ministry initiative and the future development of a 
culture of spiritual formation at Cedar Hills, this line of thinking warns against designing 
spiritual formation programs that are dependent on clergy for their implementation.  
Kärkkäinen’s text provides a framework for identifying ecclesial resources for 
and resistances to spiritual formation at Cedar Hills. In an analysis of Pentecostal 
ecclesiology, Kärkkäinen presents three ecclesiological options: Protestant, preaching-
based, lecture hall-like setting; Catholic, sacrament-based, theater-like setting; 
                                                
21 Kärkkäinen, Toward a Pneumatological Theology: Pentecostal and Ecumenical Perspectives on 
Ecclesiology, Soteriology, and Theology of Mission, 120. The phrase is Miroslav Wolf’s.  
22 Ibid., 89. 
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Pentecostal, mutual edification-based, fellowship setting.23 While rooted in the 
Pentecostal tradition, Cedar Hills identifies most clearly with the first option above. Until 
Cedar Hills recovers the denominational heritage represented in the third option, 
however, it will likely struggle to foster widespread spiritual formation. Only the engaged 
people of God can help each other to reach fullness in life with God. 
While Kärkkäinen does not explicitly treat spiritual formation, his text offers a 
framework for analyzing the ecclesial context of spiritual formation. Spiritual formation 
in community is consonant with the denominational heritage of Cedar Hills. Indeed, such 
formation exemplifies the Pentecostal value of “the constitutive participation of all 
people of God in his mission in the world.”24 
 
Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, Steven J. Land 
Steven Land’s project develops a Pentecostal spirituality “which is apocalyptic, 
corporate, missional, and essentially affective.”25 Of these four elements, Land focuses 
most on the affective dimension of Pentecostal spirituality. Land considers three 
affections: “gratitude as praise-thanksgiving, compassion as love-longing and courage as 
confidence-hope.”26 These affections reflect the attributes of God (righteousness, love, 
power); the identities of Christ (savior, sanctifier, Spirit-baptizer); and the narrative of 
                                                
23 Kärkkäinen, Toward a Pneumatological Theology: Pentecostal and Ecumenical Perspectives on 
Ecclesiology, Soteriology, and Theology of Mission, 118. 
24 Ibid., 134. 
25 Steven J. Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom (1993; repr., Cleveland: 
CPT Press, 2010), 20. 
26 Ibid., 47. 
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salvation (justification, sanctification, Spirit-empowerment).27 Land argues that the 
Gospels call for a “revolutionary affective transformation,” empowered by the Holy 
Spirit, in order for every Christian to participate in the divine life.28 
Like the spiritual formation initiative in view in this paper, Land’s book seeks to 
answer the question of how to help people grow in Christian faith.29 In answering, Land 
proposes a Spirit-motivated theology and, by extension, a spiritual formation framework. 
Land’s theology “drives toward and requires this integration of belief, affection and 
practice.”30 Put another way, Land outlines a theology marked by orthodoxy, orthopraxy, 
and orthopathy.31 
While right belief and right practice ring familiar in discussions about spiritual 
formation, right feeling sounds somewhat foreign. Following Jonathan Edwards and, 
later, John Wesley, Land defines affections as “abiding dispositions which dispose the 
person toward God and the neighbor in ways appropriate to their source and goal in 
God.”32 As motivations of the heart, affections connect belief with practice. With 
religious affections in view, spiritual formation takes on a new timbre. A spiritual 
formation initiative that teaches beliefs and inspires action does well. An initiative that 
adds to orthodoxy and orthopraxy an orthopathy—a responsiveness of the heart to God-
                                                
27 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 135. 
28 Ibid., 211, 12. 
29 Ibid., 19. 
30 Ibid., 31. 
31 Ibid., 183. 
32 Ibid., 132. 
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initiated spiritual formation—does far better. This formation unfolds with a view to the 
already-but-not-yet kingdom of God: “God moves and transforms believers affectively as 
he conforms them to himself and, therefore, fits them for the coming kingdom.”33 
Land illuminates within the Pentecostal heritage a keen attentiveness to the work 
of spiritual formation. He notes that, “Though the earliest Pentecostals certainly 
understood the meaning of imputation and justification, they were more concerned with 
the impartation of righteousness and sanctification, the transformation of lives and the 
empowered mobilization of the church.”34 Motivated by an expectant eschatology, early 
Pentecostals moved rapidly from the first grace of salvation to the second grace of 
sanctification. This move offers a corrective to the lived theology of Cedar Hills, which, 
as detailed in Chapter 1, tends to focus on salvation to the neglect of spiritual formation.   
Land argues that for the earliest Pentecostals, “To relate rightly to God—that is, 
to know and to follow God—required a progressive transformative development.”35 That 
same development holds true for contemporary Pentecostals. For the congregants of 
Cedar Hills, currently distanced from their own tradition, this progressive transformation 
helpfully frames the goal of spiritual formation. Spiritual formation calls for ongoing 
movement into the life of God, empowered by and responsive to the Spirit.  
 
 
                                                
33 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 118. 
34 Ibid., 68. 
35 Ibid., 125. 
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Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, Robert Mulholland 
Welcoming and forward-looking, the title of Robert Mulholland’s book 
anticipates his consideration of spiritual formation as a person’s intentional participation 
in the God-directed life. Mulholland memorably defines spiritual formation as the 
“process of being conformed to the image of Christ for the sake of others.”36 While the 
details of this process vary according to a person’s personality, Mulholland avers that all 
spiritual formation takes time, demands humility, deepens through discipline, and looks 
outward to others and the world. 
Distinct among the texts surveyed, Mulholland’s book presents spiritual formation 
as a series of cultural reversals. As a process, spiritual formation challenges instant 
gratification. As conformation, it challenges do-it-yourself agency. As a Christ-focused 
way of being, it challenges attempts to enhance one’s self-image. In the context of 
community, spiritual formation challenges privatized life and faith.37 A person does not 
control the process of spiritual formation. Instead, he or she cooperates with the often 
slow, challenging work of cooperating with the formation God intends. 
Mulholland’s presentation of spiritual formation as a countercultural process both 
affirms and challenges the dominant culture of Cedar Hills. As mentioned in Chapter 1, 
an ethos of independent thinking permeates northern Idaho. In inviting others into 
spiritual formation, emphasizing the countercultural nature of the enterprise could fuel 
                                                
36 M. Robert Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1993), 12. 
37 Ibid., 16. 
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interest. At the same time, however, with its insistence on the context of community, 
spiritual formation cuts against the grain of a privatized spirituality.     
In another unique contribution among the literature surveyed, Mulholland 
emphasizes the role of human personality in spiritual formation. For Mulholland, spiritual 
formation involves refocusing, moving from a focus on one’s self-image to a new focus 
on the image of Christ. Further, he argues that far from homogenizing humans into a 
single personality type, spiritual formation actually develops the full, unique personality 
of any individual.38 In a culture that values self-actualization, such a focus could help 
highlight the contribution of intentional spiritual formation.    
Mulholland’s appreciation of personality extends to the way in which God brings 
about spiritual growth. In general, humans default to a “preference pattern” in spiritual 
growth by choosing to investigate topics and practices that are familiar and perhaps 
already relative strengths.39 Mulholland highlights the need for attending to one’s shadow 
side. He considers the locus of spiritual formation to be “primarily at the point of our 
unlikeness to Christ’s image.”40 By attending to the weaknesses that accompany one’s 
personality type, a person invites God to bring healing and wholeness to his or her unique 
“deadness.”41 
                                                
38 Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, 33. 
39 Ibid., 68. 
40 Ibid., 37. 
41 Ibid., 128. 
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Of course, attentiveness to the shadow side of personality applies not only to 
individuals, but also to groups. Mulholland’s sensitivity to the role of personality in 
spiritual formation suggests that the proposed spiritual formation initiative at Cedar Hills 
should guard against privileging familiar topics and practices over less familiar or 
uncomfortable ones. For example, even if the group as a whole prefers internal 
processing, that preference will eventually limit growth. Mulholland heartily affirms the 
power of group discussion. Only in the context of community, Mulholland states, can 
individuals discover the support and tools needed for confronting the “deep distortions of 
our being.”42 
Mulholland’s emphasis on the countercultural and personality-sensitive 
dimensions of spiritual formation helpfully frame the project envisaged in this paper. As 
a rich introduction to spiritual formation, Mulholland provides an overview; however, 
more detailed resources will be needed for introducing individual spiritual disciplines. 
Ultimately, Mulholland advocates for spiritual formation as a “patient, open-ended 
yieldedness” to God.43 
 
Spiritual Formation as if the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community, James Wilhoit 
James Wilhoit provides a compelling theology and paradigm for spiritual 
formation. In a definition at once Trinitarian and communal, Wilhoit defines spiritual 
                                                
42 Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, 146. 
43 Ibid., 31. 
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formation as the “intentional communal process of growing in our relationship with God 
and becoming conformed to Christ through the power of the Holy Spirit.”44 This process 
develops active, empowered, responsive Christ-followers who simultaneously pursue 
growth for themselves and promote growth for others.  
Wilhoit’s text details four dimensions of spiritual formation: receiving (spiritual 
openness), remembering (transformational teaching and learning), responding (serving 
and being served), relating (participation in community).45 For Wilhoit, healthy spiritual 
formation occurs where these four areas overlap. Importantly, the timeline of formation 
extends far beyond any church service, class, group, or serving opportunity. For Wilhoit, 
the high calling of spiritual formation requires a curriculum commensurate to the task. 
Fundamentally, this curriculum includes learning, serving, and training over a lifetime.46  
For the current project, Wilhoit offers insight for creating a climate of spiritual 
formation within the church. Wilhoit does not advocate for spiritual formation programs 
but rather for a vibrant culture of spiritual formation within every church.47 For such a 
culture to emerge and flourish, Wilhoit calls for several paradigm shifts. 
First, Wilhoit outlines a move from a teaching paradigm to a learning paradigm. 
Emphasizing the attention given to learning as a spiritual practice in the Gospels, Wilhoit 
                                                
44 James Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 23. This definition shares much in common with 
Robert Mulholland’s. Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, 12. 
45 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
50. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Ibid., 13. 
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notes that while teaching prioritizes content, learning prioritizes experience.48 In learning, 
a person must integrate content with his or her past, present and future actions. Wilhoit 
refers to this process as “remembering”:  
Rightly remembering is a basic move in spiritual formation. Remembering 
requires experiences, content and a way of seeing the world, as well as 
opportunity to disengage from the rush of life in order to reflect. Spiritual 
formation has the twofold task of building up the memories and providing 
structure for people to reflect on what they know/remember about God’s work in 
their lives and then live out of that reality.49 
 
Remembering familiarizes a person with the doctrines and practices of faith even as it 
calls for new ways of engagement with God, self, and others. 
For the current initiative to contribute to a culture of remembering at Cedar Hills, 
it must include elements of a laboratory, a classroom, a think tank, and a retreat center. 
Merely providing teaching content is inadequate to the work of spiritual formation. True 
spiritual formation requires the activation of content in both individual and group life. 
Wilhoit’s second paradigm shift moves from a small gospel that applies only to 
salvation to an ever-growing gospel that applies to every stage of the spiritual journey. 
Instead of relegating the gospel to a doorway through which we enter into a life of 
spiritual formation, Wilhoit positions the gospel as both the impetus and the pattern for 
spiritual formation across a lifetime.50 Instead of shrinking the power of the cross through 
self-justification, healthy spiritual formation calls for a growing appreciation of the cross 
                                                
48 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
142. 
49 Ibid., 144. 
50 Ibid., 101. 
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over time.51 Current teaching at Cedar Hills largely restricts the cross to salvation. 
Wilhoit’s paradigm incites a move toward a heightened understanding of God’s love and 
God’s activity, positioning the cross as instrumental in every stage of faith development. 
A third paradigm shift concerns the evaluation of spiritual formation 
environments. Instead of evaluating an environment solely on its ability to deliver 
content, Wilhoit suggests evaluating it based on its ability to foster connection, challenge, 
compassion, and celebration.52 For both facilitators and participants at Cedar Hills, this 
evaluative framework calibrates expectations for every group. 
Of the literature surveyed, this book most effectively illuminates the power of 
healthy spiritual formation in the church. Wilhoit’s insights help to expand the focus of 
the proposed ministry initiative. By incorporating the paradigm shifts Wilhoit 
recommends, the ministry initiative will contribute to a deepening culture of spiritual 
formation at Cedar Hills.   
 
Summary 
This literature review informs the development of a theology of spiritual 
formation and suggests important features for an introduction to spiritual formation at 
Cedar Hills. The six texts reviewed share a common conviction: spiritual growth emerges 
as a God-given gift. The introductory texts of Diane Chandler and Paul Pettit frame 
spiritual formation as both an experiential and a communal process. This understanding 
                                                
51 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
107. 
52 Ibid., 200. 
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receives further support from Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen’s emphasis on the priesthood of all 
believers in Pentecostal ecclesiology and Steven Land’s description of Pentecostal 
spirituality as cognitive, behavioral, and affective. Emphasizing transformation, Robert 
Mulholland sees spiritual formation as a counter-cultural process of change. Similarly, 
James Wilhoit points to the ability to foster change as a benchmark of any spiritual 
formation environment.  
In composite, these texts suggest a transformative, customized, communal 
approach to spiritual formation. The transformation God invites through spiritual 
formation requires openness to change, takes into account a person’s personality and 
circumstances, and occurs within a supportive and challenging community of growth-
minded believers. The following two chapters will synthesize insights of this literature 
review to forge first a theology of spiritual formation and then a dynamic approach for 
introducing spiritual formation to the people of Cedar Hills. 
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CHAPTER 3 
A THEOLOGY OF SPIRITUAL FORMATION 
 
Fidelity to and growth in the Christian faith calls for every believer and every 
church to engage in theological reflection. To propel reflection for an introduction to 
spiritual formation at Cedar Hills, the previous chapter surveyed recent scholarship on 
spiritual formation. This chapter integrates insights from that survey with perspectives 
from Scripture and Christian tradition to advance a theology of spiritual formation.  
At root, this theological framework understands spiritual formation as 
transformation. After considering the theme of transformation, the discussion next 
defines spiritual formation and distinguishes it from discipleship. With a definition of 
spiritual formation in place, the chapter then outlines a three-dimensional approach to 
spiritual formation that encompasses orthodoxy, orthopraxy, and orthopathy. To further 
describe vitalized spiritual formation, the discussion also considers three essential 
qualities, arguing for an active, reflective, and collaborative approach to spiritual 
formation. 
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Transformation in Scripture and Christian Tradition 
To more fully realize its potential as an expression of the kingdom of God, Cedar 
Hills must elevate the importance of forging disciples. This elevation involves 
empowering every congregant to understand and respond to God through the 
transformative process of spiritual formation. Wilhoit offers four ecclesial hallmarks of 
active participation in the kingdom of God: meaningful worship, compassionate service, 
public witness, and disciple-making.1 While Cedar Hills largely succeeds in the first three 
categories, it currently undervalues disciple-making—engaging people in transforming 
apprenticeship to Jesus. Since these four hallmarks mutually reinforce each other, this 
undervaluing diminishes even Cedar Hills’ strengths. More positively, the individual and 
communal transformation envisaged in spiritual formation—and well-supported in 
Scripture and tradition—could bolster even Cedar Hills’ strongest areas.   
 
Transformation in Biblical Texts 
The Apostle Paul describes the transformational process of spiritual formation in 
Philippians 2:8-13. Paul encourages the Philippians to obediently work out their salvation 
in a particular manner: with fear and trembling (Phil 2:12).2 Instead of walking the path 
of least resistance, Paul directs the Philippians to choose a cruciform road, following the 
example of Jesus Christ in “becoming obedient to death—even death on a cross!” (Phil 
2:8). More importantly for spiritual formation, fear and trembling arise from the human 
                                                
1 James Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 180. 
2 All Scripture quoted is from the New International Version, unless otherwise noted. 
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craving to take credit where credit is due to God alone: “it is God who works in you to 
will and to act in order to fulfill his good purpose” (Phil 2:13).3 As the One Who is 
Working (ὁ ἐνεργῶν) among the Philippians—who are themselves responsive to God’s 
work—God empowers and extends their participation in the kingdom of God. Humans 
cannot and ought not to take credit for this formation, which happens synergistically in 
partnership with God.  
Two Pauline texts employ forms of the word µεταµορφόω (to be transformed) to 
indicate the comprehensive scope of change anticipated in spiritual formation. Paul 
punctuates his explanation of the new covenant through Jesus Christ thus: “And we all, 
who with unveiled faces contemplate the Lord’s glory, are being transformed into his 
image with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit” (2 Cor 
3:18). Paul calls not just individual believers but instead all those in the church at Corinth 
to engage in the God-given gift of transformation. Commenting on this verse, Darrel 
Bock advances µεταµορφόω as the NT term most closely approximating the composite 
term spiritual formation.4 Such a transformation denotes “change inwardly in 
fundamental character or condition,” a radical reformation of one’s inner being through 
                                                
3 M. Robert Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1993), 134. 
4 Darrell Bock, “New Testament Community and Spiritual Formation,” in Foundations of 
Spiritual Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming More Like Christ, ed. Paul Pettit (Grand Rapids: 
Kregel Publications, 2008), 105.  
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which “Christians progressively take on the perfection of Jesus Christ through the Spirit’s 
operation.”5  
Paul intensifies this paradigm of transformation in Romans. Writing to Gentile 
Christians living in a pagan city-state rife with persecution, Paul urges: “Do not conform 
to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you 
will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will” 
(Rom 12:2). Deploying the imperative mood (µεταµορφοῦσθε), Paul highlights this 
transformation as critical, essential, and normative for every believer. Spiritual formation 
is not reserved for vocational Christian workers or for exceptionally motivated 
Christians: it is for every Christian.  
Paul develops the concept of µεταµορφόω in two additional ways in Romans 
12:2. First, Paul contrasts this state of transformation to the status quo of being 
conformed to the values of an untransformed culture and humanity. With this 
comparison, Paul underscores the Christian alternative to being compressed into a single 
worldly mode of existence. Through the transformation spiritual formation envisages, a 
Christian’s entire way of being opens to generate new, God-directed and God-inspired 
ways of being in the world. Second, Paul details the means of this metamorphosis: 
ἀνακαινώσει τοῦ νοὸς, by the renewal of the “sum total of the whole mental and moral 
                                                
5 Frederick W. Danker, Walter Bauer, and William Arndt, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, 3rd ed. (BDAG), s.v. µεταµορφόω, sense 2. Subsequent 
references to this lexicon will be cited in footnotes as BDAG. 
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state of being.”6 Further emphasizing the unique spiritual significance of this 
transformation, ἀνακαίνωσις appears only in Christian literature. The comprehensive 
nature of this renewal demonstrates the broad scope of the transformation Paul describes. 
 
Transformation in Two Christian Traditions 
A Pentecostal understanding of salvation and sanctification shares Paul’s 
emphasis on transformation. The primary doctrinal document of the Assemblies of God 
attests to the transformed and transforming life of faith. The AG defines sanctification as 
“identification with Christ in His death and resurrection, and by faith reckoning daily 
upon the fact of that union, and by offering every faculty continually to the dominion of 
the Holy Spirit.”7 From this perspective the life of faith is both a wholly transformed and 
a continuously transforming life. 
In teaching and practice, the earliest Pentecostals valued “sanctification-
transformation more than forensic justification” and participated in a tradition of 
transformation rooted in Wesleyan spirituality.8 The Apostolic Faith movement that 
sprang from the Azusa Street Mission revival of 1906-1909 held that “sanctification was 
                                                
6 BDAG, s.v. ἀνακαίνωσις; νοῦς, sense 2. The renewal described by ἀνακαίνωσις recurs in 
Colossians 3:10 and will be discussed later in this chapter. 
7 “Assemblies of God Statement of Fundamental Truths,” General Council of the Assemblies of 
God, accessed September 6, 2015, 
http://www.ag.org/top/beliefs/statement_of_fundamental_truths/sft_full.cfm. 
8 Steven J. Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom (1993; repr., Cleveland: 
CPT Press, 2010), 18, 38. 
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not only possible, it was part of God’s plan for every Christian.”9 A person’s salvation 
response in a revival meeting or church service naturally transitioned to a rapid and 
progressive development in understanding, responding to, and being formed by God in 
sanctification.  
One striking account from the Azusa Street revival underscores this rapid spiritual 
transformation. Over the course of a single worship service one woman experienced all 
three elements of the Apostolic Faith movement’s ordo salutis—the reception of 
salvation, sanctification, and baptism in the Holy Spirit.10 For this woman and others at 
Azusa Street, this three-part spiritual development at the individual level resulted in 
outward action in the community.  
For the earliest Pentecostals salvation was “not primarily a matter of identification 
with Christ but of conformity to him. It was not so much a ‘position’ as a 
‘participation.’”11 Beyond attending revival services, converts pursued God-aligned 
living in and beyond their own lives. Many converts participated in evangelistic activity 
and even pursued racial reconciliation.12 Such participation in Christoformity burgeoned 
as an apprentice learned “to walk in perfect love and to exist in harmony with the will 
                                                
9 Cecil M. Robeck, The Azusa Street Mission and Revival: The Birth of the Global Pentecostal 
Movement (Nashville: Nelson Reference & Electronic, 2006), 121. 
10 Robeck, The Azusa Street Mission and Revival: The Birth of the Global Pentecostal Movement, 
167. 
11 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 68-69. 
12 Ibid., 313. 
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and nature of Christ.”13 The Pentecostal tradition, then, readily supports and expects God-
empowered, transformative growth. 
This comprehensive transformation echoes the concept of theosis in Orthodox 
Christianity. Theosis, or divinization, concerns “the ontological transformation of the 
human person into the image of Jesus Christ.”14 This transformation is not imposed; 
instead, it emerges from human-divine synergy. Human faith and assent welcome God’s 
transforming work; God’s transforming work empowers and extends human faith and 
assent. While Orthodox theology roots the transformation of theosis in the personhood 
(or ontology) of Jesus Christ, Pentecostal theology roots the transformation of 
sanctification in the work of Christ.15 Indeed, from a Pentecostal perspective, 
sanctification is the goal of theosis.16  
 
Defining Spiritual Formation 
To guard against spiritual formation becoming a conceptual catchall, any 
discussion of spiritual formation must define the phrase.17 Spiritual formation includes 
and goes beyond Bible study, implementation of spiritual disciplines, accountability to 
                                                
13 Cheryl Bridges Johns, Pentecostal Formation: A Pedagogy among the Oppressed (1998; repr., 
Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2010), 93. 
14 Edmund J. Rybarczyk, “Spiritualities Old and New: Similarities between Eastern Orthodoxy & 
Classical Pentecostalism,” Pneuma 24, no. 1 (2002): 10.  
15 Ibid., 19, 18. 
16 Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Toward a Pneumatological Theology: Pentecostal and Ecumenical 
Perspectives on Ecclesiology, Soteriology, and Theology of Mission, ed. Amos Yong (Lanham, MD: 
University Press of America, 2002), 160. 
17 Dallas Willard, “Spiritual Formation in Christ: A Perspective on What It Is and How It Might 
Be Done,” Journal of Psychology & Theology 28, no. 4 (2000): 254-55. 
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others, and opening oneself up to God. Spiritual formation represents a person’s clear 
internal and external resolution to pursue Spirit-empowered Christoformity in the context 
of community. Ultimately, spiritual formation describes the multidimensional growth of 
Christians with and toward the Trinitarian God. 
Willard defines spiritual formation as “taking on the character of Christ in a 
process of discipleship to him under the direction of the Holy Spirit and the Word of 
God.”18 In a Pentecostal context, this lifelong process takes place primarily within the 
community of believers. Spiritual formation considers the formation, conformation, and 
transformation of the human person into the image of Jesus Christ in a collaborative, 
communal context. In this context, apprentices willingly align their lives with the call of 
Jesus Christ as the Holy Spirit renews, restructures, and revitalizes their minds and hearts. 
 
Spiritual Formation and Discipleship in Comparison 
Further defining spiritual formation calls for its comparison to the term 
discipleship. While some commentators use discipleship and spiritual formation 
interchangeably, the terms differ in scope. Discipleship primarily concerns “what we do 
in following Jesus and growing in the Lord.”19 Discipleship considers an individual’s 
efforts to pursue Christlikeness. From a church programming perspective, discipleship 
frequently takes the form of content-focused classes. 
                                                
18 Agnieszka Tennant, Richard J. Foster, and Dallas Willard, “The Making of the Christian,” 
Christianity Today 49, no. 10 (2005): 42. 
19 Bock, “New Testament Community and Spiritual Formation,” in Foundations of Spiritual 
Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming More Like Christ, 105. 
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In an era of church history when “discipleship as a term has lost its content,” 
spiritual formation extends the work of Christian growth beyond forgiveness of sin, 
participation in a church, or social activism.20 Spiritual formation presents a wide view of 
Christian growth, emphasizing both the goal and the agents of discipleship. While in no 
way diminishing the importance of incremental growth, spiritual formation champions 
transformation as its primary goal. While acknowledging the role of the individual, his or 
her mentors, and a supportive spiritual community as agents of growth, spiritual 
formation points first to God’s agency in catalyzing spiritual growth. As Bock argues, 
“Spiritual formation is what God does to and for us, along with all he makes available to 
make this transformation [into the image of God] possible.”21 Spiritual formation 
understands God to conspire for every person’s spiritual growth in every dimension of 
humanity and in every experience of life.  
Spiritual formation sees followers of Christ as engaged in “apprenticeship to Jesus 
in kingdom living.”22 Following Willard, this project refers to a person actively engaged 
in spiritual formation as an apprentice. Apprentices progressively and intentionally 
pursue the growth that God empowers, following the example of Jesus Christ. In this 
way, spiritual formation transcends and includes discipleship. Discipleship as a human 
                                                
20 Agnieszka Tennant, Richard J. Foster, and Dallas Willard, “The Making of the Christian,” 42. 
Original emphasis. 
21 Bock, “New Testament Community and Spiritual Formation,” in Foundations of Spiritual 
Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming More Like Christ, 105. 
22 Dallas Willard, “Spiritual Formation as a Natural Part of Salvation,” in Life in the Spirit: 
Spiritual Formation in Theological Perspective, ed. Jeffrey P. Greenman and George Kalantzis (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2010), 52.  
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response to God takes place in the context of spiritual formation. In spiritual formation, 
God provides empowerment and resources for the ongoing transformation of a willing, 
engaged apprentice.  
 
Engaging a Critique of Spiritual Formation 
With its focus on the spiritual life, some commentators argue that spiritual 
formation directly or indirectly encourages a dualistic, Gnostic Christianity. According to 
this line of critique, spiritual formation can be used to endorse a faith that divorces 
divine, heavenly topics from more practical, earthly concerns. In constructing a theology 
of spiritual formation, this project acknowledges these tendencies and offers a corrective 
approach. Indeed, this project advocates for a spiritual formation that leads to faith-
informed engagement with the world rather withdrawal from the world. 
In his assessment of spiritual formation, Rick Langer expresses concern with what 
he terms spiritual formation’s “dualistic tendency to value spirituality at the expense of 
the material world.”23 Langer contends that this tendency expresses itself several ways. 
First, some oft-cited devotional writings in the spiritual formation movement—such as 
those of Thomas á Kempis—can be construed to suggest a disengagement from human 
culture.24 Second, the commendation of ancient contemplative practices in spiritual 
formation may position Christian growth as unattainable for all but the most elite 
                                                
23 Richard C. Langer, “Points of Unease with the Spiritual Formation Movement,” Journal of 
Spiritual Formation & Soul Care 5, no. 2 (2012): 187. 
24 Ibid., 188. 
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Christians, valorizing the contemplative life over the active life.25 Finally, with its focus 
on internal character as the source of external action, spiritual formation may be seen to 
deemphasize the importance of God-directed action.26    
The approach to spiritual formation described in this project responds 
constructively to Langer’s critique. First, with its emphasis on orthopraxy, the theology 
developed in this project insists on God-directed action in every area of life. Faith 
extends beyond what a person knows about or feels for God to how one acts toward 
others and toward the world. Contemplation informs action and action informs 
contemplation. In this project, two of the six traditions of spiritual formation surveyed—
the social justice tradition and the incarnational tradition—concern external engagement. 
Teaching the history and practice of these two traditions guards against dualistic 
inclinations. 
Second, with its active, experimental approach, this project argues for a spiritual 
formation for everyone, not just for clergy or other religious specialists. Spiritual 
formation does not mandate forty-day fasts or require believers to invest a week of 
vacation for a silent retreat. Instead, spiritual formation invites all God’s people to engage 
in practical, challenging exercises in every stage of life to expand their minds, actions, 
and hearts for God’s ongoing activity in and through them.  
Finally, the Pentecostal tradition in which Cedar Hills participates clearly models 
a faith-informed cultural engagement. In fact, one commentator defines Pentecostalism as 
                                                
25 Langer, “Points of Unease with the Spiritual Formation Movement,” 199-200, 192. 
26 Ibid., 193-99. 
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“a movement of personal transformation and revolutionary change; that is, as a group of 
people who are organized for and ideologically motivated and committed to the task of 
generating fundamental change and transforming persons.”27 Spiritual formation in a 
Pentecostal context assumes that as God transforms individuals in community, those 
individuals will go on to transform those around them. Far from suggesting dualistic 
detachment from the world, Pentecostal faith commends a vigorous engagement with the 
world. This engagement parallels the “vibrant creational theology” for which Langer 
advocates.28  
 
Dimensions of Spiritual Formation: Orthodoxy, Orthopraxy, Orthopathy 
Spiritual formation encompasses every dimension of humanity. To detail three 
prominent dimensions, the following discussion adapts a paradigm from a distinctively 
Pentecostal approach to theology and applies that paradigm to spiritual formation. Steven 
J. Land defines both Pentecostal spirituality and the theological task as “the reflective, 
prayerful business of working at the interrelationship of orthodoxy, orthopraxy, and 
orthopathy.”29 In concert with the theme of transformation described in the previous 
section, this paradigm casts spiritual formation as a partnership between an apprentice 
and God in which the beliefs, actions, and affections of the apprentice move into ever-
increasing alignment with God’s intentions.  
                                                
27 Luther P. Gerlach, “Pentecostalism: Revolution or Counter Revolution?,” in Religious 
Movements in Contemporary America, ed. Irving Zaretsky and Mark P. Leone (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1974), 684. Original emphasis. 
28 Langer, “Points of Unease with the Spiritual Formation Movement,” 189. 
29 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 31, 183. 
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Three-dimensional spiritual formation unites the head, hands, and heart of the 
human person in being renewed in the image of God across a lifetime. To focus on any 
one dimension to the exclusion of the others reduces the spiritual life to intellectualism, 
activism, or sentimentalism.30 Using a Venn diagram with three overlapping circles of 
equal size, Frost and Hirsch argue, “It is in the nexus between orthopraxy, orthopathy and 
orthodoxy that a true and full appreciation of God is to be found.”31 This comprehensive 
approach to spiritual formation envisages ongoing interaction of the fullness of God with 
the fullness of the human person. Simply put, a three-dimensional approach expands the 
modes of knowing, responding to, and experiencing God to the full possibility of human 
understanding.  
Instead of merely knowledge of or belief about God, three-dimensional spiritual 
formation advances what Cynthia Bourgealt calls participative knowledge.32 This deep 
knowledge arises from multiple modes of understanding. While participative knowledge 
includes rational knowledge, it also includes bodily and emotional knowledge. The 
concept of participative knowledge restates the personal, interactive knowledge of God 
represented in the OT. As Frost and Hirsch suggest, “A Hebraic approach to the 
knowledge of God includes the ways of the heart, of obedience, of wonder, of action, as 
                                                
30 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 31. Table 1 in Appendix A 
summarizes Land’s theological framework. 
31 Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch, ReJesus: A Wild Messiah for a Missional Church (Peabody, 
MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 2009), 157. 
32 Cynthia Bourgeault, The Wisdom Way of Knowing: Reclaiming an Ancient Tradition to Awaken 
the Heart (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2003), 13, 27-28. 
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well as the intellectual life of the person.”33 This participative approach informs three-
dimensional spiritual formation. 
The Shema illustrates this integrative approach to spiritual formation (Dt 6:4-5). 
In voicing the Shema, Moses proclaims the founding orthodoxy for the people of Yhwh. 
This fundamental charts alignment with God in multiple dimensions. God’s people are to 
direct their entire being to the love of God, loving God with heart, soul, strength, and 
mind. God’s commandments are not merely doctrines to be rationally understood. 
Instead, they are commandments to be acted on by those who have turned their hearts 
toward God, wearing the commandments on their hearts (Dt 6:6). For Christians, the 
Shema points to unification and direction of every aspect of life under the one God 
through Jesus Christ.34  
As mentioned above, three-dimensional spiritual formation serves as a corrective 
to one- or two-dimensional approaches. Broadly speaking, conservative churches tend to 
focus on correct belief (orthodoxy); meanwhile, liberal churches tend to emphasize social 
action (orthopraxy). Still other charismatic churches prioritize the emotional experience 
of a powerful worship service (orthopathy). Each of these approaches misses the 
comprehensive, transformational character of spiritual formation.35 This transformation 
                                                
33 Frost and Hirsch, ReJesus: A Wild Messiah for a Missional Church, 150. 
34 Ibid., 124. 
35 Dallas Willard and Dieter Zander, “The Apprentices: What Is Spiritual Formation? And How 
Does a Church Do It? A Professor and a Pastor Discuss the New Language of Making Disciples,” 
Leadership 26, no. 3 (2005): 20. 
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takes place in the shaping of a person through Christ-focused orthodoxy, orthopraxy, and 
orthopathy. 
The corrective, integrative function of three-dimensional spiritual formation also 
appears in Jesus’ parable of the good Samaritan (Lk 10:25-37). In this parable, Jesus 
comments on the implications of the Shema (Dt 6:4-9). In response to a scribe’s test of 
Jesus’ orthodoxy (“What must I do to inherit eternal life?”), Jesus replies with his own 
question of orthodoxy: “What is written in the Law?” The scribe answers with the 
requisite orthodox answer, quoting the Shema and Leviticus 19:18. Jesus then issues an 
imperative that moves the conversation from orthodoxy to orthopraxy: “Do this and you 
shall live” (Lk 10:28). With this command, Jesus exposes the gap between the scribe’s 
underdeveloped orthopraxy and the scribe’s letter-perfect orthodoxy. 
One interpretive approach to the parable of the good Samaritan, which follows 
Jesus’ interaction with this scribe, contrasts the orthodoxy of the Levite and the priest 
with the orthopraxy of the Samaritan.36 As far as it goes, this approach succeeds: the 
parable exposes the liability of a single-minded orthodoxy that fails to translate into God-
reflective action. This approach helpfully brings right action into sharper focus. At the 
same time, though, this interpretation neglects the motivation for right action. While 
Sobrino frames his exegesis of this parable in terms of orthopraxy or orthodoxy, the 
current discussion introduces the lens of orthopathy for a fuller reading.  
                                                
36 Jon Sobrino, Jesus the Liberator: A Historical-Theological Reading of Jesus of Nazareth 
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1993), 190-91.  
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While the parable does not explicitly state the motivations of the priest or the 
Levite, it does directly identify the Samaritan’s motivation. When they see the injured 
man, both the priest and the Levite respond with active avoidance, passing by on the 
other side (Lk 10:31-32). At best, this avoidance stems from a desire to observe religious 
purity laws. From this perspective, the orthodoxy of the priest and the Levite informs 
what they assume to be right action. At worst, the avoidance arises from a pervasive 
hardheartedness, a more specific ethnic malice toward the Samaritan man, or both. 
Tellingly, the hearts and emotions of the priest and Levite do not figure in the parable. 
Single-minded orthodoxy leaves little room for a God-responsive heart.     
By contrast, before the Samaritan acts, he feels: “When he saw him, he took pity 
on him” (Lk 10:33b).37 Moved to the core of his being with compassion (orthopathy), the 
Samaritan is then moved to act (orthopraxy). All three travelers who encounter the 
injured man see him, but only the Samaritan sees, feels, and acts in the way that fulfills 
the command of neighborly love (Lev 19:18). The Samaritan’s compassionate heart and 
selfless service confirm his true understanding of the Law (orthodoxy). In this way, the 
Samaritan exemplifies three-dimensional spiritual formation.  
 
 
 
                                                
37 The verb translated “he took pity on him” is a form of σπλαγχνίζοµαι. Forms of this verb occur 
twelve times in the NT, exclusively in the Gospels. Nine occurrences refer or appeal to Jesus’ 
compassionate response to human need. The remaining three occurrences appear in Jesus’ parables, 
describing the good Samaritan, the master who forgives his servant’s debt (Mt 18:27), and the father of the 
lost son (Lk 15:20).   
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Orthodoxy 
Orthodoxy considers belief and doctrine rightly aligning with the revelation of 
God. Rightly understood, orthodoxy represents the full intellectual engagement of an 
apprentice of Jesus in the faith. Orthodoxy sees an apprentice using every possible 
resource for understanding and committing to the content, history, beliefs, and goals of 
the Christian faith. This engagement profoundly shapes the apprentice, for “When we 
bring people to believe differently, they really do become different.”38 At its best, 
orthodoxy charts a path of belief that inspires and sustains right action and right 
affections. Orthodoxy includes not just doctrinal or scriptural knowledge, but also 
knowledge of one’s denominational tradition and of the Christian tradition as a whole. 
Three-dimensional spiritual formation affirms the critical contribution of 
orthodoxy. A healthy orthodoxy offers a firm foundation for a well-reasoned faith and a 
considered worldview that aligns with the Scriptures and Christian tradition. Further, a 
developed orthodoxy equips individuals and churches to evaluate ideas and actions and 
filter those that stray beyond the bounds of the historic Christian faith. 
Some approaches to spiritual formation emphasize orthodoxy to the exclusion of 
orthopraxy and orthopathy. Thus isolated, orthodoxy may devolve to smug certainty that 
hampers spiritual formation. Assessing rightwing theology, Willard argues that it “tends 
to be satisfied with having the right doctrines or traditions . . . without ever moving on to 
                                                
38 Dallas Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life in God (San Francisco: 
HarperSanFrancisco, 1998), 307. 
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consuming admiration of, delight in, and devotion to the God of the universe.”39 In other 
words, an exclusive focus on orthodoxy may arrest the development of the habits of the 
heart God intends in orthopathy.  
The fully devoted, actively forming apprentice of Jesus Christ will believe rightly 
(orthodoxy). Simply defined, this right belief concerns “the central Christian theology 
(sufficiently summarized in the Apostles’ Creed)” which G.K. Chesterton considers “the 
best root of energy and sound ethics.”40 Right belief will lead the apprentice to express 
love to God and to others in ethical, observable ways (orthopraxy). As the apprentice 
seeks to believe rightly and act in accordance with God’s ways, he or she energetically 
and welcomes and reflects God’s love in his or her affections (orthopathy).  
 
Orthopraxy 
While the term orthopraxy is less well known in Christian circles, the reality it 
describes draws deep support from tradition and Scripture. Writing from a Pentecostal 
perspective, Cheryl Bridges Johns contends that the tradition “views knowledge and truth 
as being fulfilled in life experience. Therefore, truth is not abstracted from reality.”41 
Orthopraxy refuses to divorce the knowledge of God from everyday life. Instead, 
orthopraxy sees engaged apprentices welcoming the shaping, motivating influence of 
God’s truth in every arena of life.  
                                                
39 Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life in God, 329. 
40 G.K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy (Seattle: CreateSpace, 2015), 4, Kindle. 
41 Johns, Pentecostal Formation: A Pedagogy among the Oppressed, 108. 
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In a similar vein, Jon Sobrino defines orthopraxis as “response to God, 
corresponding to God’s reality.”42 In light of three-dimensional spiritual formation, 
Sobrino’s further argument that orthopraxy supersedes orthodoxy cannot be sustained. 
Still, Sobrino helpfully frames orthopraxy as a deep commitment to live out God’s 
intentions in one’s life and in the world. This commitment motivates a transformational 
realignment of an apprentice’s actions.  
To participate in the kingdom of God requires setting aside natural and self-
justifying inclinations in favor of more demanding, counterintuitive actions. For example, 
in Matthew 23:23, Jesus challenges the teachers of the law and the Pharisees for focusing 
on a superficial orthodoxy that precludes the development of a substantive orthopraxy. At 
its best, orthopraxy gives visible expression to virtues like justice, mercy, and 
faithfulness.  
The book of James focuses on the relationship between orthodoxy and orthopraxy 
without denying the importance of either dimension. Throughout, the book highlights the 
essential role of Scripture (“the word”) for informing lived faith. At the same time, the 
author acknowledges that knowledge of Scripture alone does not equate to full 
engagement in the faith. The writer warns, “Do not merely listen to the word, and so 
deceive yourself. Do what it says” (Jas 1:22). Isolated orthodoxy cannot inspire 
transformation of one’s misguided actions or affections. 
                                                
42 Sobrino, Jesus the Liberator: A Historical-Theological Reading of Jesus of Nazareth, 190. 
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By contrast, healthy spiritual formation integrates orthodoxy, orthopraxy, and 
orthopathy. The New American Standard translation renders James 1:25 thus: “But one 
who looks intently at the perfect law, the law of liberty, and abides by it, not having 
become a forgetful hearer but an effectual doer, this man will be blessed in what he 
does.” Instead of forgetful hearers who short-circuit God’s intention for Scripture by 
restricting it to the domain of intellectual knowledge, James calls for effectual doers. 
These doers move nimbly from understanding Scripture to implementing it in action and 
welcoming its transformation at the level of the heart. This approach, James maintains, 
incarnates a living faith (Jas 2:17).   
 
Orthopathy 
Beyond the understanding of the faith and the actions motivated by faith, 
orthopathy describes God’s reshaping of a willing apprentice’s heart. Orthopathy 
describes the transformed heart, will, and emotional core of an apprentice, “the affections 
which motivate the heart and characterize the believer.”43 Through the transformation of 
the emotional dimension of the human person, orthopathic religious experience aims at 
“the renewal of the image of God, the ability to receive from God, and to reflect back to 
God and neighbor, God’s transforming love permeating every aspect of our existence.”44 
Through orthopathy, the apprentice finds his or her deep identity as an openhearted child 
of God. 
                                                
43 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 33. 
44 Theodore Runyon, Exploring the Range of Theology (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2012), 154. 
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The concept of orthopathy finds its roots in Jonathan Edwards’s notion of 
religious affections and John Wesley’s appropriation of those affections in understanding 
religious experience. As “basic dispositions that incline a person to act in a certain way” 
the affections both shape and express a person’s beliefs and actions.45 To respond to God 
through spiritual formation, then, is to adopt increasingly Christ-focused beliefs and 
Christlike actions. In a discussion of Wesley’s understanding of authentic Christianity, 
Land argues that Wesley’s  
doctrine of entire sanctification was a way of underscoring the affective 
transformation wrought in Christ by the Holy Spirit through the means of grace. 
This fullness of love issued forth in a life of perpetual (even eternal) growth in the 
grace and knowledge of God as well as the mature manifestation and integration 
of the fruit of the Holy Spirit.46 
 
This pneumatologically-motivated transformation expands to encompass every 
dimension of spiritual formation. In addition to forming the affective dimension of an 
apprentice (orthopathy), it also spurs knowledge of God (orthodoxy) and shapes a heart 
turned toward God (orthopraxy). 
The introduction of orthopathy into a theology of spiritual formation transforms a 
two-dimensional view of spiritual formation to a more holistic, three-dimensional one. 
Without the influence of orthopathy, both knowledge and action can be detached from the 
God-formed heart. As Land notes, “The personal integrating center of orthodoxy and 
orthopraxy is orthopathy, those distinctive affections which are belief-shaped, praxis-
                                                
45 Simon Chan, Pentecostal Theology and the Christian Spiritual Tradition (Sheffield, England: 
Sheffield Academic, 2001), 215. Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 183. 
46 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 128-29. 
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oriented and characteristic of a person.”47 Orthopathy enriches orthodoxy with 
relationship, bringing the head and the heart, knowledge and desire, together.48  
Orthopathy also transforms orthopraxy, bringing together the hands and the heart. 
Actions undertaken for and with God move from merely obedient fulfillment of 
commands to a delight of the heart. The motivation for apprentices moves from meeting a 
standard to engaging in right action “because agape love has occupied them effectively 
as a result of their having learned how to receive it into the deepest part of their being.”49 
Apprentices who actively and continuously welcome God’s love position themselves for 
selfless, God-aligned action.   
A final example from Paul illustrates the role of three-dimensional spiritual 
formation in a church. In 2 Thessalonians, Paul affirms the ever-growing faith of the 
Thessalonians in the midst of persecution (2 Thes 1:3). This faith is rooted in orthodoxy, 
for the Thessalonians have believed Paul’s gospel testimony (2 Thes 1:10). Further, Paul 
prays that God “may bring to fruition your every desire for goodness [orthopathy] and 
your every deed prompted by faith [orthopraxy]” (2 Thes 1:11). Both for the 
Thessalonians and for contemporary apprentices, this God-empowered, three-
dimensional spiritual formation glorifies Jesus Christ (2 Thes 1:12).  
                                                
47 Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 34. 
48 Runyon, Exploring the Range of Theology, 155. 
49 Dallas Willard, “Spiritual Formation: What It Is and How It Is Done,” accessed March 1, 2016, 
http://www.dwillard.org/articles/artview.asp?artID=58. 
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Three-dimensional spiritual formation guards against excesses of one- or two-
dimensional approaches. In addition, it propels apprentices into increasing alignment with 
God’s intentions. Mostly importantly, three-dimensional spiritual formation glorifies 
Jesus Christ. While three-dimensional spiritual formation addresses arenas for spiritual 
growth, however, it does not address how that growth might be achieved. To further 
develop a theology of spiritual formation, the following section details three qualities 
apposite to three-dimensional spiritual formation.   
 
Qualities of Spiritual Formation: Active, Reflective, Collaborative 
Spiritual formation unfolds in the life of an apprentice as he or she partners with 
God with to progressively develop right belief, right action, and right affections. While 
this paradigm outlines the primary arenas of spiritual formation, it does not describe its 
qualities and contexts. To more fully develop a theology of spiritual formation, this 
section illustrates spiritual formation as an active, reflective, and collaborative process.  
 
Active Spiritual Formation 
Scripture offers numerous metaphors for spiritual growth, including seeds sown in 
a field (Lk 8:5-15), the maturing process from child to adult (Eph 4:14, 1 Cor 14:20), and 
the stewardship of responsibility by a master (Mt 25:14-30). Another metaphor, that of a 
striving athlete, speaks especially well into the culture of Cedar Hills. Many congregants 
organize their leisure time and even their lives around athletic pursuits. Emphasizing an 
active quality of spiritual formation urges congregants to approach their spiritual lives 
with the same intensity they bring to their athletic endeavors. 
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While God fuels all spiritual growth, that growth hinges on an apprentice’s 
receptivity to and active engagement in spiritual formation. As Willard argues, spiritual 
formation “is an active, not passive process, one that requires our clear-headed and 
relentless participation.”50 Spiritual formation calls for the intensity of an Olympic athlete 
who, with a goal firmly fixed in mind, undergoes a rigorous program of training to 
prepare for contests ahead. To develop this active, athletic approach we again turn to 
several passages in Paul’s writings. 
In 1 Corinthians 9:24-27, Paul compares the Christian spiritual life to a runner 
who resolves to win a race and receive the prize. Tellingly, Paul not only describes the 
goal of winning but also the means for winning. Writing to a church gone morally and 
spiritually awry in Corinth, Paul knows that merely a desire to win will not suffice for 
ongoing spiritual growth. That winning desire must be connected to active training, 
where believers exercise self-control over immediate attractions in order to prepare for 
longer-term gains (1 Cor 9:25). 
Again using athletic language, Paul advises his protégé Timothy to 
wholeheartedly and progressively seek godliness (1 Tim 4:15). Instead of becoming 
mired in the “meaningless talk” of myths and genealogies, Paul urges Timothy: “Train 
yourself to be godly. For physical training is of some value, but godliness has value for 
all things” (1 Tim 4:7b-8b). By contrasting physical training to godliness, Paul 
emphasizes that godliness is not passively received but athletically pursued. An athlete 
                                                
50 Willard, “Spiritual Formation in Christ: A Perspective on What It Is and How It Might Be 
Done,” 256. 
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develops the mind, body, and intuition through intensive physical training. In the same 
way, through intensive godliness training an apprentice actively hones his or her 
understanding of, response to, and heart for God.      
Spiritual formation is not a wandering amble but instead a directed run. Paul 
emphasizes this athletic intensity in 1 Corinthians 9:26 and Philippians 3:12-14. In the 
latter passage, Paul twice deploys διωκω (press on) to describe his rapid and decisive 
movement toward Jesus Christ.51 As he presses from the present into the future, Paul 
anticipates both a conformation and transformation into Christlikeness now that will be 
fully realized in heaven. Paul encourages the Philippians to “eagerly await” the arrival of 
Jesus Christ “who will transform the body of our humble state into conformity with the 
body of His glory” (Phil 3:20-21 NAS). 
Willard aptly describes this athletic intensity, suggesting that an apprentice of 
Jesus is “one who has firmly decided to learn from him [Jesus] how to lead his or her life, 
whatever that may be, as Jesus himself would do it. And, as best they know how, they are 
making plans—taking the necessary steps, progressively arranging and rearranging their 
affairs to do this.”52 Active spiritual formation requires a willingness to change. An 
athlete focuses every area of life—nutrition, sleep, relationships, training, equipment—
for maximum athletic achievement. Similarly, an apprentice of Jesus seeks to conform 
every area of life to the life lived and described by Jesus Christ. This transformation 
affects the apprentice’s worldview, actions, and responsiveness to God, others, and self. 
                                                
51 BDAG, s.v. διωκω, sense 1. 
52 Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life in God, 291. 
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A final scriptural example compares the endurance of athletic effort to the 
endurance called for in Christian growth. Like a long-distance runner pushing through a 
difficult training session, the writer of Hebrews encourages apprentices to “run with 
endurance” (Heb 12:1 NAS). All training, whether in the arena of sport or of faith, 
requires investments of time and energy over an extended period of time. Only by 
enduring the difficulties of training can one prepare for the challenges ahead. Through 
training, an athlete develops faster, stronger, and more intuitive responses. Similarly, 
active spiritual formation points to “a grace-oriented inculcation of the tendency to 
respond, through training, in a Christ-imitating way.”53 The training of spiritual formation 
requires active engagement. This engagement informs, conforms, and transforms an 
apprentice as he or she progressively develops the mind, actions, and heart of Jesus 
Christ.  
 
Reflective Spiritual Formation 
In addition to active engagement, healthy spiritual formation also requires 
reflective, introspective, and contemplative engagement. To develop a theology of 
reflective spiritual formation, this section considers resources both within and beyond the 
Christian tradition. The discussion moves from the conceptual to the practical, pairing the 
idea of double knowledge with the practice of the consciousness examen. In addition, it 
considers the Orthodox notion of nepsis, linking it with a Christian approach to 
mindfulness.   
                                                
53 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
159. 
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Double Knowledge and the Consciousness Examen 
Self-reflection serves as a powerful catalyst for spiritual growth. John Calvin 
describes a reciprocal relationship in which “The knowledge of ourselves not only 
arouses us to seek God, but also, as it were, leads us by the hand to find him.”54 This 
double knowledge guards against the dangers of isolated orthodoxy, which may consider 
knowledge to be external to a person. Moreover, it further reinforces active spiritual 
formation. Knowledge is not to be passively received; rather, the apprentice actively 
pursues it. 
Knowledge of God and knowledge of self intersect in the contemplative practice 
of the consciousness examen. This spiritual exercise, based on the examen of conscience 
developed by Ignatius of Loyola, comprises a carefully ordered weighing of and 
attentiveness to the experiences of the day through a structured yet Spirit-led review.55 
The examen begins by considering what those experiences suggest about an apprentice’s 
relationship with God. Then, the examen invites the apprentice to anticipate living life 
with God in every moment of the following day. In this way, the consciousness examen 
fulfills what Henri Nouwen calls the first task of spiritual formation: “to look within, 
reflect on our daily life, and seek God and God’s activity right there.”56 The 
                                                
54 Jean Calvin, Calvin’s Institutes: A New Compend, ed. Hugh T. Kerr (Louisville, KY: 
Westminster John Knox Press, 1989), 18. 
55 George A. Aschenbrenner, Consciousness Examen (Chicago: Loyola Press, 2007). 
56 Henri J. M. Nouwen, Michael J. Christensen, and Rebecca Laird, Spiritual Formation: 
Following the Movements of the Spirit (New York: HarperOne, 2010), xix. 
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consciousness examen invites knowledge of self, others, and God. In addition, it reveals 
an apprentice’s spiritual trajectory as moving away from or toward God.  
The practice of the consciousness examen invites the apprentice to classify 
emotions as consolations and desolations. Consolations promote faith, hope and love; 
desolations resist them.57 Through this reflective process, the apprentice forges a trusted 
tool for interpreting the flow of daily human experience. With this tool, the apprentice 
makes sense of the present and prepares for the future. Practiced over time, the examen 
teaches the apprentice to readily recognize consolations and to move toward God as a 
result of them. 
Functioning as a corrective, the consciousness examen treats emotions as usable 
data for understanding one’s spiritual climate rather than as annoyances that cloud a 
realistic view of life. Against views of the spiritual life that cast suspicion on emotions as 
at best unreliable, the consciousness examen allows an apprentice to “give full existential 
ratification to those spontaneous feelings that are from and for God.”58 The consciousness 
examen may also awaken the apprentice to deep longings, frustrations, and affections that 
might otherwise go unnoticed. In this way, the consciousness examen contributes to the 
development of orthopathy intended in three-dimensional spiritual formation.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
57 Elizabeth Liebert, The Way of Discernment: Spiritual Practices for Decision Making 
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 128. 
58 Aschenbrenner, Consciousness Examen, 2. 
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Nepsis and Mindfulness 
The deepened understanding of one’s humanness and of God in the consciousness 
examen parallels the concept of nepsis in the Orthodox tradition. Kallistos Ware defines 
nepsis as “sobriety, wakefulness, vigilance; the opposite to the state of one who is in a 
drunken stupor. Nepsis prepares us for the journey toward wholeness.”59 Nepsis serves as 
a moment-by-moment form of the consciousness examen. It suggests that in every 
moment, a person can awaken to a fresh awareness of God. Nepsis encompasses a 
Christian understanding of detachment, the “consistent posture of actively turning our 
whole being to God so that God’s presence, purpose, and power can be released through 
our lives into all situations.”60 Nepsis points to the possibility of an ongoing human-
divine conversation in every moment. 
The contemporary cultural conversation around mindfulness both underscores the 
need for a reflective spiritual formation and serves as a pathway toward nepsis. In a 
culture that prizes activity and supplies endless distraction, the perspective offered by 
mindfulness attracts people from many faith perspectives. While the term mindfulness 
emerges from Buddhism, the practices of mindfulness readily adapt to a Christian 
context. Mindfulness describes “the process of keeping one’s mind in the present 
moment, while staying non-judgmentally detached from potentially destructive thoughts 
                                                
59 Kallistos Ware, “Image and Likeness,” in The Inner Journey: Views from the Christian 
Tradition, ed. Lorraine Kisly (Sandpoint, ID: Morning Light Press, 2006), 158. 
60 Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, 92. 
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and feelings.”61 For Christians, the practice of mindfulness can increase awareness of 
God’s presence and leading, promote personal integration and wholeness, and refocus 
one’s attention on Jesus Christ amidst the challenges of life.62   
Mindfulness in a Christian plane allows the apprentice to attend to the details of 
his or her inner and outer world while at the same time moving toward Jesus Christ. 
Symington and Symington illustrate a model of Christian mindfulness using the metaphor 
of two internal video screens, with one at the center and one at the side. The center screen 
represents life-giving thoughts and feelings while a side screen represents life-
diminishing thoughts and feelings. “By practicing presence of mind, acceptance, and 
internal observation . . . individuals become less controlled by the side screen and 
become more available and present with self, others and God.”63 Just as in the reflective 
practice of the consciousness examen, mindfulness empowers the apprentice to both 
reflect on his or her present reality while also focusing on the preeminent reality of Jesus 
Christ. 
Colossians 3:1-17 urges a focus on this center screen, exhorting apprentices to 
“set your minds on things above” (Col 3:1). Seen through the paradigm of three-
dimensional spiritual formation, this mindset influences an apprentice’s thoughts, deeds, 
and emotions. First, the message of Christ flourishes among the Colossians as they “teach 
                                                
61 Scott H. Symington and Melissa Symington, “A Christian Model of Mindfulness: Using 
Mindfulness Principles to Support Psychological Well-Being, Value-Based Behavior, and the Christian 
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62 Ibid., 76. 
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and admonish each other with all wisdom” (Col 3:16). As a tool for spiritual formation, 
mindfulness spurs the pursuit of an ever-deepening knowledge of Jesus Christ. This 
pursuit benefits both an apprentice and his or her community.  
In addition to spurring orthodoxy, Christian mindfulness promotes value-based 
action.64 Setting aside the old self and its practices frees the Colossians to pursue 
orthopraxy (Col 3:9). In this new way of living, the Colossians demonstrate forgiveness 
and love (Col 3:13). Paul even provides a qualifying standard for orthopraxy: any action 
gratefully undertaken in Jesus’ name (Col 3:17). 
Finally, mindfulness exposes misaligned hearts and calls for their realignment 
with the kingdom of God. Paul desires the Colossians to have hearts and lives marked by 
virtue (Col 3:12), ruled by peace (Col 3:15), and overflowing with gratitude (Col 3:16). 
In Jesus Christ, the Colossians’ hearts—and the hearts of all Christians—are renewed in 
the image of their Creator (Col 3:10).  
 
Collaborative Spiritual Formation 
In concert with action and reflection, collaboration spurs healthy spiritual 
formation. While an apprentice can and must grow individually, Christian community 
uniquely inspires, deepens, and sustains spiritual growth. Indeed, community lies at the 
core of the faith: “Christianity means community through Jesus Christ and in Jesus 
                                                
64 Symington and Symington, “A Christian Model of Mindfulness: Using Mindfulness Principles 
to Support Psychological Well-Being, Value-Based Behavior, and the Christian Spiritual Journey,” 76.  
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Christ.”65 In a healthy, Christ-mediated community, apprentices build growth-focused 
relationships with each other and with Jesus Christ.  
While the Pentecostal tradition expects the growth of individual believers, it does 
not expect this growth to occur in isolation. Instead, Pentecostal holiness constitutes “a 
collective task that is to be intentionally embodied coram deo [with God] and coram 
hominibus [with other humans].”66 This embodied sanctification engages the individual 
believer, the community, and God in the work of spiritual growth. In this context of 
engagement, God progressively transforms an apprentice’s worldview, behavior, and 
heart.  
To explore the collaborative quality of spiritual formation, this section attends to 
the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers and considers the sociological concept of 
communities of practice. Community supplies both challenge and support for the journey 
of spiritual formation, with a clear focus on continuous growth. At its best, collaborative 
spiritual formation invites individuals to open their beliefs, actions, and affections to the 
scrutiny, challenge, and affirmation of a caring group of likeminded apprentices. In this 
relational context, each apprentice contributes to the growth of others. As a result, the 
apprentice grows more than he or she could alone.   
 
 
                                                
65 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Life Together (New York: Harper & Row, 1954), 21. 
66 Daniel Castelo, “The Improvisational Quality of Ecclesial Holiness,” in Toward a Pentecostal 
Ecclesiology: The Church and the Fivefold Gospel, ed. John Christopher Thomas (Cleveland, TN: CPT 
Press, 2010), 89.  
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The Priesthood of All Believers: A Foundation for Collaboration 
The doctrine of the priesthood of all believers empowers every member of the 
Christian community to take responsibility for his or her own spiritual development. At 
the same time, it calls for every apprentice to contribute to the spiritual development of 
others. In a discussion of the historical development of the priesthood of all believers in 
Lutheran doctrine and practice, Wilhoit offers an observation on seventeenth-century 
Lutheranism that could easily apply to many contemporary churches, including Cedar 
Hills. Wilhoit writes, “Though Lutheranism taught the ministry of all believers . . . the 
people still looked to the pastor as the spiritual center and theological expert in the 
church.”67 Communal spiritual formation counters this pastor-centered model, 
emphasizing the essential role of laypersons in creating a culture of spiritual growth.  
While clergy can and ought to teach on and provide tools for spiritual formation, 
the primary work of spiritual formation does not take place in weekend services or large 
classes where people sit in rows. Instead, spiritual formation unfolds face-to-face in 
smaller circles of people, where encouragement and challenge are freely offered and 
graciously received. Indeed, the “dynamic, corporate community of faith” that 
exemplifies the Pentecostal tradition lends credence to and provides unique resources for 
communal spiritual formation.68 For example, Cheryl Bridges Johns highlights testimony, 
tarry and foot-washing services as communal formation environments in the Pentecostal 
                                                
67 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
153. 
68 Johns, Pentecostal Formation: A Pedagogy among the Oppressed, 140.  
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tradition. The Pentecostal tradition also challenges the schooling-instruction paradigm of 
spiritual formation. Instead of seeing spiritual formation as a body of knowledge to be 
mediated by a teacher to a group of students, Pentecostalism opts for a faith-enculturation 
paradigm in which fellow apprentices motivate each other’s growth.69 
Collaborative, communal spiritual formation guards against the dangers of 
solipsistic faith. A self-directed faith may result in an unduly congratulatory or unduly 
harsh evaluation of one’s spiritual growth. Robert Mulholland argues, “Corporate 
spirituality is essential, because privatization always fashions a spirituality that in some 
way allows us to maintain control of God.”70 The light of the community exposes the 
gaps, both small and large, in one’s faith. On the other hand, for the person who wonders 
whether he or she can attain to the demands of faith, the community serves as a source of 
grace-filled encouragement.   
The writer of Hebrews emphasizes the mutual prodding and cheering that 
characterizes collaborative spiritual formation. The writer urges, “And let us consider 
how we may spur one another on toward love and good deeds, not giving up meeting 
together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another—and all the 
more as you see the Day approaching” (Heb 10:24-25). This combination of spurring— 
                                                
69 Johns, Pentecostal Formation: A Pedagogy among the Oppressed, 140, 112. 
70 Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey: A Road Map for Spiritual Formation, 149. 
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rousing to activity—and encouragement is to take place in the communal spiritual 
formation environment of the gathered assembly.71 Moreover, this mutual spurring-
encouragement aims at love and good deeds, orthopathy and orthopraxy. 
 
Community of Practice: A Forum for Collaboration  
Instead of seeing community as an end goal, collaborative spiritual formation 
considers community to be the context for spiritual growth. Collaborative spiritual 
formation seeks to create what behavioral science designates a community of practice. In 
such a community, the shared goal of growth and competence motivates members to 
engage in group discussion, skill-building activities, information sharing, person-to-
person support, and resource development.72  
Communities of practice can produce powerful results, as illustrated by a 
contemporary cultural example. Unlike traditional athletic gyms, the gyms of the 
CrossFit franchise feature group workouts. In each workout, the resources of the group 
help build growth and competence for each person in the group. Some CrossFit clients 
even use religious language to describe their experience at CrossFit, highlighting its 
combination of intimacy, support, and challenge.73    
A collaborative spiritual formation group functions as a community of practice. 
First, both the individual apprentices and the group as a whole actively seek a shared 
                                                
71 BDAG, s.v. παροξυσµός.  
72 Johnston, “Old Testament Community and Spiritual Formation,” 90. 
73 Mark Oppenheimer, “When Some Turn to Church, Others Go to Cross Fit,” New York Times, 
November 27, 2015, accessed December 4, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/28/us/some-turn-to-
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goal: spiritual growth and development. Second, each apprentice practices individual 
habits of mind and heart, such as mindfulness, to propel his or her spiritual growth. 
Finally, like athletes on a team, every person contributes something to the good of the 
group. Each apprentice offers the group his or her wisdom, sharpening, accountability 
and support.74 In a healthy community of practice focused on spiritual growth, “whole-
person apprenticeship to Jesus” becomes normative.75  
 
Conclusion 
This chapter advanced a theology of spiritual formation focused on the 
transforming work of God in the life of an active, engaged apprentice of Jesus Christ. 
This comprehensive transformation extends to three primary dimensions of the human 
person. The work of spiritual formation calls for growth in the knowledge of God through 
orthodoxy, in actions shaped by God in orthopraxy, and in affective responsiveness to 
God described by orthopathy. While an apprentice will grow at varying rates in each 
dimension across time, three-dimensional spiritual formation maintains that growth in 
one area will spur growth in the other areas. After describing dimensions of spiritual 
formation, the chapter described three qualities, presenting an active, reflective and 
communal approach to spiritual formation. Athletically and intensely pursued, considered 
moment-by-moment through the experiences of everyday life, and unfolding in the 
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context of a growth-focused group of apprentices, vitalized spiritual formation transforms 
not only the apprentice but also those around him or her. 
The theological reflection of the literature review (Chapter 2) and the work of 
current chapter inform the third and final part of this project. In the following two 
chapters, the discussion moves from analysis and reflection about spiritual formation to 
the design and implementation of a new ministry initiative. The initiative seeks to 
introduce spiritual formation at Cedar Hills, first through several pilot projects and 
subsequently on a continual basis.          
  
 
 
 
 
 
PART THREE 
PRACTICE  
  89 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 4 
MINISTRY OUTCOMES 
 
The theology of spiritual formation developed in the previous chapter advanced 
transformation as the primary goal of a comprehensive Christian spiritual formation. In 
addition, it proposed three dimensions and three qualities of effective spiritual formation. 
Theological insights in each of these areas inform the design and implementation of a 
new ministry initiative at Cedar Hills. Building on contextual and theological insights of 
previous chapters, this chapter develops a ministry plan to introduce spiritual formation 
to a select group of participants. The plan envisages participants engaging in intentional 
spiritual formation in the context of a focused small group. The design of the plan 
incorporates the paradigm of three-dimensional spiritual formation—orthodoxy, 
orthopraxy, and orthopathy.  
In addition to inculcating three-dimensional spiritual formation, the plan also 
strives to foster three essential qualities. The design of the initiative intends to teach and 
practice active, reflective, and communal spiritual formation. The ministry strategy seeks 
to be easily replicable, with the expectation that laypersons might facilitate it both in and 
beyond Cedar Hills. Ultimately, the strategy aims to inspire and equip adult participants 
to sustain a lifetime of continuous spiritual formation for themselves and for others.  
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Moving from Theology to Practice 
The goal of spiritual formation as transformation in and through Jesus Christ 
underscores the central role and the demanding work of spiritual formation. The 
transformational nature of spiritual formation requires grace and patience at every level, 
since change always involves both losses and gains. To encourage such transformation at 
Cedar Hills, active engagement in spiritual formation must be regularly and publicly 
celebrated. Far from an elective activity, spiritual formation must permeate the life of an 
apprentice and the life of a church.  
Merely hoping for the transformation envisaged in spiritual formation will not 
suffice; spiritual formation requires active engagement. For Cedar Hills, promoting 
spiritual formation will require introducing apprentices to a compelling paradigm and 
offering practical avenues for engagement. To that end, the proposed ministry initiative 
engages apprentices in an environment designed to spur spiritual growth in three primary 
dimensions and marked by three key qualities. 
 
Implementing Three-Dimensional Spiritual Formation 
The transformational nature of spiritual formation transpires in three primary 
dimensions of the human person—cognitive, behavioral, and affective. A fully-orbed 
approach to spiritual formation must strive to encourage and develop orthodoxy, 
orthopraxy, and orthopathy. This approach, however, may challenge participants’ 
existing assumptions about spiritual growth. 
Orthopathy constitutes a Pentecostal distinctive that animates spiritual formation, 
both generating and bearing witness to orthodoxy and orthopraxy. As Simon Chan 
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contends, “Faith is to be tested not so much by right belief or right practice alone, but 
essentially by how the beliefs and practices are integrated and manifested through 
gracious affections.”1 The proposed initiative strives for the integration that Chan 
describes. This three-dimensional model of spiritual formation directly shapes the new 
ministry initiative. The new ministry initiative must include and encourage opportunities 
for participants to learn, to act, and to feel in God-aligned ways.  
At the same time, the initiative must guard against overemphasizing one of the 
three dimensions to the exclusion of the others. By default, most apprentices assume that 
spiritual growth involves enhanced orthodoxy or perhaps increased orthopraxy. For some 
apprentices—particularly those from non-Pentecostal backgrounds—orthopathy may not 
register as a part of spiritual formation. To succeed in communicating and implementing 
a new model for spiritual formation, the new ministry initiative must first acknowledge 
the current spiritual growth paradigms held by participants. Next, the initiative must 
advocate for and invite participation in a more comprehensive, biblical, and effective 
paradigm of spiritual formation.  
 
Integrating Key Qualities of Spiritual Formation 
Spiritual formation progressively aligns an apprentice with right belief, right 
action, and right affections. This alignment takes place as apprentices bring active 
engagement, continuous reflection, and communal involvement to the work of spiritual 
formation. In composite, these qualities rebuff a consumeristic understanding of faith. Far 
                                                
1 Simon Chan, Pentecostal Theology and the Christian Spiritual Tradition (Sheffield, England: 
Sheffield Academic, 2001), 33. 
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from seeing spiritual growth as a product offered by a church, apprentices chart and 
pursue their own spiritual progress through multiple modes of engagement. In this way, 
apprentices foster the growth God desires to bring in them and others.   
The active nature of spiritual formation holds great promise for the people of 
Cedar Hills. In a community that prizes outdoor recreation and team sports, active 
spiritual formation readily parallels the energy and intensity that apprentices bring to 
other forms of activity. This parallel’s liability, however, is that it could suggest that 
spiritual formation puts apprentices into competition with each other. To combat this 
misimpression, the new ministry initiative should emphasize personalized training that 
begins at one’s current stage of spiritual development. 
At first blush, reflective spiritual formation appears antithetical to active spiritual 
formation. Active spiritual formation, however, simply emphasizes engagement and 
intention of all sorts, whether external or internal. Spiritual formation depends on 
following the leadership of the Holy Spirit. In turn, that leadership emerges as an 
apprentice attends to the working of God in every area of life, especially those areas that 
may be currently neglected. 
While reflective spiritual formation figures prominently in the new ministry 
initiative, it requires several pre-implementation moves for success. First, reflective 
practices may be resisted as too mystical or even unorthodox. To avoid this impression, 
reflective practices must be positioned within the long history of Christian contemplation. 
Second, apprentices may find themselves frustrated in their initial efforts at 
contemplation. This frustration must be normalized: contemplation does not call for 
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perfect achievement but for honest attempt. With these caveats in place, apprentices will 
likely welcome reflective spiritual formation. In a harried culture, practices that promote 
Christian mindfulness—silent prayer, the consciousness examen, lectio divina—provide 
unique space for spiritual growth. 
The context of spiritual formation as a collaborative community of challenge and 
support confronts both individualized approaches to spiritual formation and traditional 
small group approaches. Individualized approaches may lead an apprentice to over- or 
underemphasize spiritual progress. Traditional small group approaches may elevate 
relationships within the group over spiritual growth for each person in the group. The 
power of communities of practice and the experience of the Pauline churches jointly 
reinforce the need for a particular type of community: one that is growth-focused, 
supportive, and committed to telling the truth. 
Given the fundamental importance of community in spiritual formation, the 
ministry initiative must seek to develop a healthy group context for growth. Such 
development will likely require reframing the focus of group life. Instead of a 
relationally-focused group that may or may not produce growth in its members, the new 
initiative pictures a growth-focused community of practice. Instead of leading with get-
to-know-you exercises, the initiative leads with “shared vision, activities, practices and 
commitments” that will naturally lead to the development of relationship and 
community.2 Ultimately, the new ministry initiative seeks to introduce and expose 
                                                
2 Mark Scandrette, Practicing the Way of Jesus: Life Together in the Kingdom of Love (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2011), 43. 
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apprentices to transformative, fully-orbed spiritual formation. The initiative invites 
participants to move from passivity to active engagement, from reactivity to reflection, 
and from isolation to collaboration.  
 
New Ministry Initiative: Experiments in Spiritual Formation 
Taking cues from Cedar Hills’ community context and informed by theological 
research, a new ministry initiative entitled Experiments in Spiritual Formation seeks to 
broaden understanding of and participation in spiritual formation at Cedar Hills. This 
initiative will engage a select group of participants in a nine-week intensive group 
experience. Over the course of the intensive, participants will individually and 
collectively engage with new intention and intensity in the work of spiritual formation. 
The intensive serves as a doorway to spiritual formation. Ideally, participants will 
continue to implement and adapt what they experience in the intensive as they pursue 
ongoing spiritual growth.   
The full title of the intensive, Experiments in Spiritual Formation: A Learning 
Lab (hereafter ESF), reveals three important features. First, ESF encourages 
experimentation with spiritual practices in the Christian tradition. In this way, ESF 
realizes a Pentecostal approach to “following Christ in improvisational and yet faithful 
ways.”3 Realizing the uniqueness of each person’s spiritual development, ESF promotes 
self-discovery and customization of a wide range of practices by each participant. Under 
                                                
3 Daniel Castelo, “The Improvisational Quality of Ecclesial Holiness,” in Toward a Pentecostal 
Ecclesiology: The Church and the Fivefold Gospel, ed. John Christopher Thomas (Cleveland, TN: CPT 
Press, 2010), 103.  
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the banner of “scripturally-unscripted improvisation” each participant steers the course of 
his or her spiritual formation.4 Participants, not the church, hold primary responsibility 
for their spiritual progress.  
Second, ESF emphasizes learning over teaching. While the intensive is to be led 
by one or more facilitators, the facilitator does not lecture throughout the session. Instead, 
he or she introduces the topic of the week, guides the group through the elements of the 
session, and ensures that the group stays within its agreed-upon time constraints. In this 
way, ESF aligns with paradigms for spiritual formation that “move away from 
instructional approaches focused on teaching, to more experiential/praxis approaches that 
emphasize learning.”5 Such an approach puts each participant in a conversation with 
themselves, with others in the group, and with God as the participant forges a path for 
spiritual formation. In addition, this approach underscores the active quality of spiritual 
formation. 
Finally, as a laboratory for spiritual formation, ESF, like a university lab course, 
is a time-bounded experience. At just over two months long, the experience fits well as 
part of a liturgical season such as Lent or Advent. Moreover, since Sandpoint, Idaho, 
features a significant population of seasonal residents, this time-bounded design opens 
the experience to a wider group of people. Regardless of seasonal status, most people find 
                                                
4 Castelo, “The Improvisational Quality of Ecclesial Holiness,” in Toward a Pentecostal 
Ecclesiology: The Church and the Fivefold Gospel, 103.  
5 Israel Galindo, “Methods of Christian Education toward Christian Spiritual Formation,” Review 
& Expositor 98, no. 3 (2001): 426. 
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it easier to commit to a two-month experience than the open-ended commitment of a 
traditional small group. 
In addition, the time-bounded feature of ESF heightens the intensity of the 
experience. As Willard notes, “Intensity is crucial for any progress in spiritual perception 
and understanding.”6 The short-term nature of the experience increases the possibility 
that participants will note observable spiritual transformation over the course of ESF. In 
turn, this observation will reinforce the value of spiritual formation. 
The design of ESF follows the model of the “Jesus dojo” developed by Mark 
Scandrette. Scandrette describes a Jesus dojo as “(1) an experiment, (2) inspired by the 
life and teachings of Jesus, (3) in which a group of people commit time and energy to a 
set of practices, (4) in conversation with real needs in our society and within themselves, 
(5) and reflect on how these experiences can shape the ongoing rhythms of life.”7 A 
person cannot learn and implement karate simply by reading a book. Instead, he or she 
must engage in karate’s community of practice, a dojo. Similarly, an apprentice cannot 
learn and implement a deepening spiritual life in and through Jesus Christ by attending 
church services. Instead, he or she must engage in a Christian community of practice. As 
a Jesus dojo, ESF represents an intensive, organized, communal effort to more fully 
engage with the life and teachings of Jesus under the leadership of the Holy Spirit.  
 
 
 
                                                
6 Dallas Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life in God (San Francisco: 
HarperSanFrancisco, 1998), 356. 
7 Scandrette, Practicing the Way of Jesus: Life Together in the Kingdom of Love, 16. 
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Goals of the Ministry Initiative 
As an introduction to spiritual formation, ESF aims to equip participants with a 
framework for spiritual formation and to provide experience with its practices. While 
ESF is introductory, it is not elementary: people in all stages of faith can benefit from the 
experience. ESF provides a wide variety of resources and encourages participants to 
select those resources that suit them best. 
Over the course of nine group sessions, ESF introduces and orients participants to 
the world of spiritual formation, engages participants in various avenues of spiritual 
formation, and charts a course for ongoing formation. Throughout, ESF strives to 
customize an approach to spiritual formation based on theological and contextual insights 
gained during the development of the initiative. Ultimately, the new ministry initiative 
endeavors for participants to: (1) connect relationally with God and each other in a small 
group community focused on mutual transformation; (2) assess their spiritual season of 
growth; (3) understand a paradigm for spiritual formation and six traditions of spiritual 
formation; (4) engage in both group and individual spiritual formation practices; and (5) 
develop a plan for ongoing spiritual formation. The achievement of these goals drives the 
design and implementation of the initiative.  
 
Design of the Ministry Initiative 
In pursuit of its goals, ESF sequences an introductory session, six topical sessions, 
and two concluding sessions. ESF first introduces and orients participants to spiritual 
formation, continues by inviting learning and response through six streams of spiritual 
formation, and concludes with future planning for ongoing growth and a closing 
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celebration. The design of ESF serves as a blueprint for ongoing spiritual formation: 
discovery, practice, reflection, and preparing for future growth.     
 
Introductory Session 
The introductory session of ESF orients participants to the concept and practices 
of spiritual formation. The approach of the first session assumes no prior experience with 
the concept of spiritual formation. By introducing three-dimensional spiritual formation, 
the first session provides an entrée into the topic. The introductory session does assume 
that participants are willing to risk, grow, and stretch in pursuit of spiritual growth. In the 
first session, this invitation to risk includes corporate silent prayer, group introductions 
and two assessments.    
ESF offers a wide invitation into spiritual growth, maintaining that God conspires 
for the growth of every apprentice. Thus, the first session introduces spiritual formation 
as “not primarily about programs or techniques, but it is first and foremost about an 
approach to life.”8 ESF seeks to spur progress, not perfection, by introducing apprentices 
to a framework and tools for spiritual formation. The session emphasizes the introductory 
character of the ESF experience and celebrates each person’s participation as a significant 
step toward lifelong spiritual growth. 
To establish both the active and reflective character of ESF, the first session opens 
with a group experiment. After a brief teaching on silent prayer, the group engages in 
three minutes of silent prayer. This opening activity continues in successive weeks of 
                                                
8 James Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 75. 
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ESF, lengthening by a minute each week. This element of ESF offers a concrete practice 
of Christian mindfulness. In addition, increasing the period of silent prayer each week 
reinforces the value of growth across time.   
The communal dimension of ESF develops as participants introduce themselves 
to the group. Beyond sharing their names, participants also answer a question that shapes 
both their upcoming experience and the interaction of the group with them: “What’s one 
thing you would like to discover about your spiritual growth?” Through these 
introductions, the group’s focus on spiritual formation deepens. 
Participants begin to learn about spiritual formation through two complementary 
paradigms. First, the facilitator introduces three-dimensional spiritual formation. In the 
presentation of the model, the facilitator encourages alignment of head, hands, and heart 
with the values of the kingdom of God. Then, the facilitator guides the group through the 
first chapter of a spiritual formation workbook based on the approach of Richard Foster.9 
This workbook serves as a basic outline for most group sessions.  
Two self-assessment tools figure prominently in the introductory session of ESF. 
Both tools contribute to the double knowledge envisaged in reflective spiritual formation. 
As Richard Rohr notes in a discussion of stages of spiritual development, “Unless you 
can chart and encourage both movement and direction, you have no way to name 
maturity or immaturity.”10 The assessment tools help participants identify their current 
                                                
9 James Bryan Smith and Lynda L. Graybeal, A Spiritual Formation Workbook: Small-Group 
Resources for Nurturing Christian Growth, rev. ed. (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1999). 
10 Richard Rohr, Falling Upward: A Spirituality for the Two Halves of Life (San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass, 2011), 8.  
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season of spiritual growth while also suggesting steps for ongoing growth. First, 
participants chart their engagement in the six traditions of spiritual formation identified 
by Richard Foster: contemplative, holiness, charismatic, social justice, evangelical, and 
incarnational.11 Following this brief assessment, participants complete a more 
comprehensive assessment called the Spiritual Life Inventory.12 This inventory helps 
participants locate their stage of spiritual development. Together, these assessments help 
participants customize an approach to spiritual formation that addresses their unique 
spiritual season. 
 
Topical Sessions 
In the six central sessions of ESF, participants learn about, practice, and reflect on 
six different spiritual formation traditions. Each week’s session follows a common 
template. After group silent prayer at the beginning of the session, participants report to 
the group about their spiritual formation experiments based on the previous week’s topic. 
Next, participants learn about a tradition of spiritual formation by reading aloud from and 
responding to content in A Spiritual Formation Workbook. Several discussion times and 
at least one group experiment punctuate the reading. The session closes with each 
                                                
11 Smith and Graybeal, A Spiritual Formation Workbook: Small-Group Resources for Nurturing 
Christian Growth, 30. 
12 Janet Hagberg and Terry Donovan, “Spiritual Life Inventory,” Personal Power Products, 
accessed Apr. 1, 2015, http://www.personalpowerproducts.com/onlineproducts/pdf/86119033Z4/SPL.pdf. 
This inventory derives from the faith development model in Janet Hagberg and Robert A. Guelich, The 
Critical Journey: Stages in the Life of Faith, 2nd ed. (Salem, OR: Sheffield, 2005).    
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participant choosing and announcing a spiritual formation experiment for the upcoming 
week, followed by group recitation of the Lord’s Prayer.   
The primary curricular resource for ESF, A Spiritual Formation Workbook 
(hereafter SFW) propels the goals of this intensive. First, as an introductory text, SFW 
welcomes those new to the concept of spiritual formation with a survey of major 
traditions of spiritual formation. Second, the text goes beyond head knowledge, providing 
numerous suggestions for practice within each tradition. This feature addresses Willard’s 
concern that “practical, experimental steps seem to be lacking” for most apprentices who 
desire to more fully participate in the kingdom of God.13 Finally, the workbook takes a 
Christological approach to spiritual formation, emphasizing that by following the 
example of Jesus, apprentices can become like Jesus. Overall, SFW dovetails well with 
the three-dimensional spiritual formation that undergirds this project.     
Each new session of SFW begins with an incident or teaching from the life of 
Jesus Christ. This feature emphasizes every apprentice’s formation in the image of Jesus 
Christ. Moreover, this approach positions spiritual formation as both ancient and 
accessible. Wilhoit contends, “While vastly different from us, his [Jesus’] moral and 
spiritual life develops through processes that are available to all.”14 By pointing to Jesus 
Christ as a model for spiritual formation, SFW extends the double knowledge of 
                                                
13 Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life in God, 291.  
14 Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through Community, 
42. 
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reflective spiritual formation: as apprentices deepen their understanding of Jesus, they 
also come to know themselves and their unique path for spiritual growth.  
With its broad review of spiritual formation and its expansive lists of potential 
spiritual exercises, SFW offers apprentices a multifaceted introduction to spiritual 
formation. While the introductory nature of the text necessarily sacrifices depth, it does 
offer a more developed and cohesive outline of spiritual formation than separate articles 
or lectures might provide. Equally important, the text pairs orthodoxy with orthopraxy, 
listing twenty or more suggestions for experimentation within each stream of spiritual 
formation. While the third part of three-dimensional spiritual formation, orthopathy, is 
not directly represented, the text consistently encourages godly development and 
alignment of one’s affective self. For example, in the session on the charismatic tradition, 
the text encourages participants: “Be sensitive to the inner attitudes, thoughts, and 
feelings you are experiencing. You most likely will see God at work in ways you have 
never noticed before.”15 Overall, SFW complements three-dimensional spiritual 
formation.       
Throughout, the SFW curriculum directs apprentices to continuously and 
unblinkingly ask two critical questions. First, the apprentice asks where God is at work in 
his or her life. Second, the apprentice asks how he or she can actively welcome God’s 
ongoing work in his or her life.16 The survey of the six spiritual formation traditions 
                                                
15 Smith and Graybeal, A Spiritual Formation Workbook: Small-Group Resources for Nurturing 
Christian Growth, 49. 
16 Ibid., 77. 
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assists the apprentice in answering both questions. By encouraging and equipping 
participants to create space for God (contemplative), find wholeness in God (holiness), 
engage with the Spirit of God (charismatic), do good works with and for God (social 
justice), respond to and proclaim the revelation of God (evangelical), and live for and 
with God in every moment (incarnational), the curriculum points to God-aligned and 
God-responsive living. 
 
Concluding Sessions 
Two concluding sessions pave the way for ongoing spiritual formation and 
celebrate the group’s experience of growing with each other and with God. The eighth 
session of ESF engages participants in planning for ongoing spiritual formation at both 
the individual and communal levels. The ninth and final session of the intensive includes 
group reflection on the experience at a dinner celebration. 
To encourage participants to plan for continuous spiritual growth, the facilitator 
will distribute a tool for evaluating the ESF experience. The tool reprises the self-
evaluation of the six streams of spiritual formation from the introductory session. It also 
invites participants to reflect on where they have grown the most and where they could 
continue to grow. In addition, group discussion will highlight the participants’ most 
important discoveries from the experience and how they plan to integrate those 
discoveries into their ongoing spiritual formation.   
Since spiritual formation both builds and requires community, participants will be 
encouraged to identify a community context for ongoing spiritual formation following 
ESF. In addition, the group facilitator will contact each participant monthly in the first 
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three months after the conclusion of ESF to offer support, answer questions, and pray for 
the participant. Finally, a group reunion dinner will be planned for six months following 
the conclusion of the intensive.  
The final session of ESF marks the completion of the intensive. This session takes 
place in a home and includes a potluck dinner. In addition to informal sharing, each 
apprentice will answer a question during dinner as a way of encapsulating his or her 
experience: “How would you describe ESF to a friend who had never heard of it?” As in 
previous sessions, the final session will conclude with a group recitation of the Lord’s 
Prayer.  
 
Leadership and Participants for the New Initiative 
While the author will initiate and facilitate two pilot projects for the new 
initiative, the pilot projects themselves will aid in identifying and grooming leaders for 
future iterations of ESF. Indeed, participants for the pilot projects will be selected in part 
based on their potential for facilitating future ESF groups. It is hoped that the two pilot 
projects will produce an easily replicable model that competent facilitators could 
implement effectively.    
This initiative calls for facilitators who have a strong commitment to their own 
spiritual growth, a working understanding of spiritual formation, and the ability to 
understand and respond to group dynamics. Facilitators need not be lecturers; in fact, the 
design of ESF places the task of presenting content primarily in the hands of participants. 
Instead of positioning facilitators as spiritual formation experts, ESF considers facilitators 
to be co-learners. Like participants, facilitators will engage in group discussion and in the 
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spiritual formation activities that take place in and beyond the group. Primarily, 
facilitators will be responsible for starting and ending each session on time, guiding the 
group through the provided session outline, and ensuring healthy group process.      
In time, the new ministry initiative will be open to the entire adult population at 
Cedar Hills, with multiple offerings of ESF each year. In order to test and refine the 
model, including the development of leaders, this initiative will develop through two 
invitation-only pilot groups. The ideal participant for these pilot groups will be adults 
willing to take ownership of their own spiritual formation and to move from theory to 
practice both in and beyond the group sessions. 
Regardless of age or stage, spiritual formation constitutes the core activity of 
every Christian. Thus, the pilot initiatives will engage a broadly representative group of 
adults from Cedar Hills. Invitations will be extended to both men and women, single 
people and married people, those new to faith and seasoned followers of Christ. Each 
pilot project will also invite one or more members of the Cedar Hills Board of Elders to 
participate. With their spiritual maturity and influence, elders would likely thrive as 
future facilitators. In addition, exposing elders to ESF broadens high-level support for the 
new ministry initiative. 
 
From Design to Implementation 
The ministry initiative described in this chapter addresses an urgent ministry need 
at Cedar Hills: providing an intentional approach to spiritual growth in a church 
unfamiliar with the concept of spiritual formation. While it is anticipated that the design 
of the proposed initiative will help meet the ministry need, only field testing can confirm 
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the initiative’s efficacy. In addition, assuming that the initiative succeeds, participant 
feedback will inform improvements to the ongoing initiative. 
Implementing and assessing the ministry initiative will test a transformational 
model of spiritual formation that seeks growth in Christian knowledge, behavior, and 
feeling. Moreover, implementation will test an active, reflective, and communal approach 
to spiritual formation. It is expected that participants will respond to an invitation into a 
pilot project and will grow as a result of engaging in ESF. To evaluate this expectation in 
practice, the following chapter describes and analyzes the implementation of the new 
ministry initiative.   
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CHAPTER 5 
IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS AND EVALUATION 
 
This chapter details the implementation of two pilot projects intended to introduce 
spiritual formation at Cedar Hills. The pilot projects followed the design of the ministry 
initiative detailed in the previous chapter. To provide time for reflection on and 
improvement to the initiative, the second project occurred two months after the first. The 
assessed strengths and liabilities of the first project motivated adjustments to the second. 
These adjustments benefitted not only the participants of the second pilot project but also 
all future participants. The success of the pilot projects hinged first on pre-project 
community analysis, theological reflection, and resource development. Next, success 
called for targeted recruitment of participants and competent facilitation of group 
sessions. Finally, success required meaningful surveying of participants.  
 
Implementation 
 As a first step in introducing the concepts and practice of spiritual formation at 
Cedar Hills, two successive pilot projects of Experiments in Spiritual Formation offered 
an environment for active, reflective, collaborative spiritual formation. Both pilot projects 
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utilized A Spiritual Formation Workbook as a basic outline.1 The author supplemented 
this curriculum with curated resources and group activities. The first pilot project 
spanned eight weeks; the second pilot project spanned nine weeks. 
 
Timeline 
Given the urgency of the ministry challenge, the new ministry initiative moved 
rapidly to implement pilot projects. In June 2015, the author began to analyze the 
community context, reflect theologically on spiritual formation, and evaluate resources 
for the pilot project. The author also presented the pilot project plan to the Cedar Hills 
Board of Elders. With the elders’ approval, the project moved toward implementation.  
In early September 2015, participant recruitment began in earnest. The first pilot 
project launched on September 29, 2015, and concluded on November 17, 2015. 
Following a thorough review of participant feedback in late 2015, the author slightly 
modified the design and implementation approach of ESF. A second pilot project from 
February 9, 2016, to April 4, 2016, offered an opportunity to test the updates to ESF 
during the liturgical season of Lent. In April 2016 the author reviewed evaluations from 
both pilot projects and began to plan for future iterations of ESF. 
Timing of both pilot projects was intentional, not accidental. The Fall 2015 pilot 
began after the rush of activity that many families with children experience at the 
beginning of a new school year. The pilot finished before Thanksgiving and the busyness 
                                                
1 James Bryan Smith and Lynda L. Graybeal, A Spiritual Formation Workbook: Small-Group 
Resources for Nurturing Christian Growth, rev. ed. (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1999). 
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of the holiday season. The Winter 2016 pilot engaged participants over Lent, serving as 
an extended time of spiritual preparation for Easter. 
 
Personnel 
The author served as both the architect and initial facilitator of the ministry 
initiative. Since spiritual formation constitutes a relatively unknown topic within Cedar 
Hills, significant pastoral involvement in the initial phase of this initiative aimed to 
position it for success. As discussed in the introduction of this paper, the author’s 
preexisting interest in spiritual formation motivated engagement in the topic. In addition, 
the author’s previous experience with group facilitation provided a high level of 
confidence for guiding the pilot groups. 
Weekly leadership of ESF required preparation for each session, facilitating each 
ninety-minute session, and responding to participant questions after sessions and 
throughout the week. Preparation first involved reading the week’s outline in SFW to 
become familiar with the chapter’s content. In addition, preparation required finalizing 
room logistics. Facilitating each session called for guiding the group through an opening 
silent prayer, readings and activities in a chapter of SFW, and a closing prayer. In 
addition, the facilitator distributed supplementary handouts to amplify each weekly topic. 
More significantly, the facilitator strived to create a welcoming and challenging space for 
healthy community. The facilitator greeted each person entering the room, sought to 
clarify statements from participants during discussion, and offered regular affirmation to 
both individuals and to the group.  
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While this ministry initiative did not call for new volunteer leaders to be 
developed prior to the launch of the pilot projects, the projects themselves helped identify 
and prepare several leaders for future involvement in the ministry initiative. The 
facilitator divided each pilot group into two smaller table groups of five to seven people. 
Further, the facilitator identified a leader for each table prior to the launch of the pilot. 
The table leader guided discussion and ensured healthy group process. Having 
experienced ESF for themselves and having facilitated a table group, these table leaders 
qualify as excellent candidates for facilitating a future ESF group. Additional future 
leadership potential for ESF arises from the three Cedar Hills elders who participated in 
the pilots. Finally, following the pilots, four participants were invited to join a new 
advisory team charged with oversight of both ESF and other spiritual formation efforts at 
Cedar Hills. 
Recognizing both the challenge and the potential of an environment like ESF, the 
author recruited two groups to provide prayer support for the pilot projects. The Cedar 
Hills Board of Elders and an existing prayer team consistently provided prayer support, 
inviting God’s work in the lives of the participants and in the group as a whole. In 
addition, the Cedar Hills worship team, which met on the same night as ESF, regularly 
prayed for the group. 
 
Participant Recruitment 
The author recruited participants for ESF through individual invitations. For each 
pilot group, the author assembled an invite list of approximately thirty people. The author 
solicited recommendations for potential recruits from the pastoral staff and several elders; 
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these suggestions were then combined with his own recommendations. Targeted 
invitations allowed the author to assemble a gender-balanced group of adults comprised 
of people across the spectrum of age and spiritual maturity. Targeted invitations also 
inspired participants: several participants reported feeling honored to be invited into a 
focused group like ESF. 
To streamline the invitation process, the author utilized an online event 
management website called Eventbrite.2 This website provided a customizable platform 
for the recruitment phase of the pilot project with digital invitation and response tracking. 
In addition, the author used the website to send group emails to participants during the 
pilot project. The author sent initial invitations three weeks prior to each pilot project; 
additional invitations were sent as new recruits were suggested. About 30 percent of 
invitees accepted to the invitation, resulting in eleven participants for each of the two 
pilot projects. The first pilot included six men and six women; the second pilot included 
five women and six men. In both cases, the youngest participants were in their twenties; 
the oldest were in their sixties or seventies. 
 
Resources 
Cedar Hills generously provided resources for the pilot projects. Both ESF groups 
met in a classroom on the Cedar Hills campus, which the author reserved a month before 
each pilot project. The classroom environment reinforced the message to participants that 
unlike some small groups, this group would involve work and learning, not merely 
                                                
2 “Eventbrite,” accessed Mar. 1, 2015, https://www.eventbrite.com. Eventbrite allows the sender to 
track invitation responses. Content of the Eventbrite invitation to ESF appears in Appendix B. 
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relational interaction. At the same time, the addition of a refreshments table with tea and 
cookies provided a sense of hospitality. The classroom was equipped with an audio-
visual system, which was used several times to play an audio lectio divina podcast. 
Room setup included two round eight-person tables, a welcome table with 
nametags and pens, and a refreshments table. The round tables promoted deepened 
community and facilitated greater participation. In the first pilot, people were encouraged 
to move to a different table every few weeks. Based on participant feedback, however, 
the second pilot directed participants to sit at the same table each week. This consistency 
promoted the development of even deeper relational bonds around each table, which in 
turn promoted more robust discussion. In addition, having two simultaneous table 
discussions allowed more time for each participant to share his or her thoughts. 
While all resources for the pilot groups were funded by Cedar Hills, both ESF 
groups charged a nominal participation fee of twenty dollars. This participation fee 
heightened commitment to ESF and its goals. In a discussion on spiritual experiments 
like those called for in ESF, Scandrette observes, “People tend to take their commitments 
more seriously when they pay to participate.”3 The fee charged for ESF reinforced the 
value of engaging in spiritual formation, especially when a participant might consider 
skipping a session. In addition, charging the fee also allowed the group to practice social 
justice, one of the traditions of spiritual formation considered in ESF. The combined 
participation funds were donated to Charity Water, an organization that provides clean 
                                                
3 Mark Scandrette, Practicing the Way of Jesus: Life Together in the Kingdom of Love (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2011), 51. 
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water to underserved populations around the world. Scholarships were advertised as 
available upon request; however, no scholarships were requested for either of the pilot 
initiatives.  
Materials provided to participants at the first session of ESF included a copy of A 
Spiritual Formation Workbook, a printed copy of the Spiritual Life Inventory, and a 
pocket-style folder for collecting handouts. In addition, the facilitator provided 
supplementary handouts each week. To help participants learn and remember each 
other’s names, pre-printed nametags were provided for the first three weeks of the 
initiative. 
 
Assessment 
To measure goal attainment and refine ESF for ongoing use at Cedar Hills, both 
pilot projects were carefully assessed with a questionnaire distributed to all participants. 
To promote unfiltered feedback, the questionnaire was made anonymous. In addition, in 
the final session each participant offered a testimony to the group about his or her 
experience.  
The ESF questionnaire included both structured and open-ended questions.4 The 
first question, a structured question, instructed participants to repeat a self-assessment of 
their engagement with six traditions of spiritual formation they had first completed in the 
introductory session of ESF. Eight open-ended questions followed. These questions 
                                                
4 Scott L. Thumma, “Methods for Congregational Study,” in Studying Congregations: A New 
Handbook, ed. Nancy T. Ammerman et al. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998), 217-27. Thumma’s 
methodology informed the design of the ESF questionnaire, which appears in Appendix C. 
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encouraged participants to reflect on their experience in ESF and to begin thinking about 
how their experience might shape their future spiritual formation. The survey concluded 
with a continuum question that invited participants to rank the group experiments 
conducted in ESF. 
Implementation of the assessment plan differed slightly between the two pilot 
projects. For the first pilot, the assessment was distributed at the end of the second-to-last 
session, with a due date of the final session. While this approach provided additional 
reflection time for participants, several participants forgot to return their questionnaires. 
For the second pilot, the assessment was distributed in the final session. Participants had 
ten minutes to complete the questionnaire during the session. Every participant completed 
and returned a questionnaire and the author discerned no reduction in the quality of 
answers given.  
Sharing of personal testimonies also differed between the two pilot projects. In 
the first pilot, participants were invited to share an important personal discovery from 
ESF. Given the time constraints of the session, however, participants were limited to 
sharing for no more than two minutes. In the second pilot, participants shared discoveries 
in the final session, after a shared meal. Each participant was given up to five minutes to 
share. This time allotment promoted a more conversational and emotional tone; several 
participants shed tears as they shared how they had grown. 
 
Tabulation of Results 
 The assessment questionnaire surveyed participants’: understanding of and 
participation in the six traditions of spiritual formation; ranking of group activities 
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(experiments); overall experience and recommendations for improvement of ESF; and, 
future plans for personal spiritual formation. Data was tabulated and analyzed from a 
total of seventeen questionnaires. For the continuum questions, numerical values were 
assigned to allow for comparison and averaging. Data from testimonies was not recorded, 
as this could have made participants feel self-conscious. Testimonies consistently 
correlated with insights from the questionnaires.  
Participants reported the highest growth through ESF in the contemplative, 
incarnational, and charismatic traditions. By contrast, the lowest growth occurred in the 
evangelical and social justice traditions. One respondent noted that while her strengths 
and weaknesses remained the same in her understanding of and participation in the six 
traditions, she appreciated the exposure to modes of spiritual formation she otherwise 
would not have considered. For their most helpful experiments within traditions, 
participants’ responses varied, with no discernible pattern. Notable week-long 
experiments conducted by participants included honoring God at work, avoiding negative 
talk, and relying on the Holy Spirit in decision-making. 
To tabulate the continuum rankings for group experiments, the following 
numerical values were assigned: amazing–3; helpful–2; not helpful–1; N/A–0. Rankings 
were summed, then divided by the total number of responses to derive an average rank. 
All items averaged above “helpful,” with an experiment around the fruit of the Holy 
Spirit ranking lowest at 2.1. Highest ranked items included group silent prayer (2.7), table 
discussions (2.5); and group lectio divina (2.5). 
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Paralleling the rankings of the group experiments, all participants affirmed the 
value of the overall ESF experience in propelling their spiritual growth. One respondent 
noted his surprise that intentional focus and direction in one’s spiritual life (active 
spiritual formation) naturally leads to spiritual growth. Others noted surprise at the rapid 
development of group cohesion and the overall openness of the group. 
Recommended adjustments to ESF centered on the intensive’s length, level of 
detail, facilitation of community-building, and amount of in-session reading. Nearly half 
of the respondents expressed a desire for additional weeks in the intensive, both to 
deepen understanding and to further develop relationships within the group. Several 
respondents noted, however, that it took some time before they felt comfortable within 
the group. These respondents advocated for a more explicit focus on community-building 
in the early weeks of the intensive. Finally, nearly a quarter of respondents expressed 
concern with the amount of in-session reading, preferring more time for discussion and 
group experiments.     
In reflecting on their future spiritual formation plans, more than half of 
participants expressed particular interest in further exploring the contemplative and 
incarnational streams of spiritual formation. In addition, about a quarter of respondents 
expressed enthusiasm for sharing the new understanding and practices of spiritual 
formation to small groups in which they already participated. At the same time, nearly 
half of respondents reported having no community in which to intentionally pursue 
spiritual formation. Nearly every respondent expressed concern that over time they might 
lose the intentional focus on spiritual formation they developed as part of ESF. 
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Evaluation 
 Assessment data suggest that the new ministry initiative largely succeeded in 
accomplishing its goals. Over the course of two pilot projects, a total of twenty-three 
apprentices learned about and engaged in active, reflective, collaborative spiritual 
formation aimed at a more fully orthodox, orthoprax, and orthopath faith. The data also 
suggest, however, that the initiative’s goal of fueling continuous spiritual growth was not 
fully achieved. To analyze the initiative’s effectiveness in the unique context of Cedar 
Hills, the following discussion reflects on the initiative’s five goals.   
First, ESF strived to connect participants with God and each other in a small 
group community focused on mutual transformation. The definitions that participants 
provided for ESF suggest attainment of this goal. One participant defined ESF as 
“growing with others in our connection to God and the world we live in.” This definition, 
echoed by other respondents, captures the growth-oriented community envisaged in ESF. 
Moreover, both in questionnaires and testimonies, participants expressed that ESF not 
only spurred their growth but also expanded their understanding of the means of spiritual 
growth and transformation.  
The short-term, intensive nature of ESF worked well in the context of Cedar Hills. 
For example, one couple living part-time in Sandpoint was able to participate since the 
group was time-bounded. In addition, the collaborative nature of the growth contributed 
to a low absentee rate. Apprentices realized that participation in the group extended 
beyond their own growth to include the growth of others. 
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A second goal of ESF was to equip apprentices to assess their spiritual season of 
growth. All participants appraised their season of spiritual growth using two tools, one 
brief and one more comprehensive. Participants filled out a brief assessment measuring 
their engagement in six traditions of spiritual formation both at the beginning and end of 
ESF. All participants reported growth in one or more of the traditions by the end of ESF. 
Participants also completed the Spiritual Life Inventory, which provided a broader outline 
of their spiritual season. In the context of Cedar Hills, simply introducing the concept of 
spiritual assessment may contribute to ongoing spiritual formation. Spiritual assessment 
reinforces a view of salvation not as an endpoint, but rather as the start of a lifetime of 
spiritual growth.  
Third, ESF aimed for every apprentice to understand both a paradigm for spiritual 
formation and six traditions of spiritual formation. Questionnaire data suggest that 
participants both learned the paradigm of three-dimensional spiritual formation and grew 
in aligning their thinking, actions, and feelings toward God. Moreover, the three qualities 
of healthy spiritual formation—active, reflective, communal—were realized in ESF. In 
particular, when ranking group experiments the participants expressed appreciation for 
the reflective and collaborative aspects of ESF. Since these aspects are somewhat 
underrepresented in Cedar Hills as a whole, their presence in ESF reinforces the ongoing 
importance of the ministry initiative. 
Fourth, ESF intended to engage apprentices in both group and individual spiritual 
formation practices. Each apprentice engaged in at least five group experiments and five 
individual experiments. One apprentice provided a definition of ESF that aptly connects 
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the active and communal qualities of spiritual formation, commenting: “ESF uses 
experiments of faith to strengthen and enhance growth in relationship with God and 
others.” Participants reported that active spiritual formation through personal and group 
experiments not only resulted in growth but also spurred a desire for ongoing spiritual 
formation.  
Notably, participants highlighted the contemplative and incarnational traditions as 
areas for ongoing engagement. Since these traditions currently receive little attention at 
Cedar Hills, this data suggests that ESF promoted a more comprehensive approach to 
spiritual formation. Based on participant responses, the active, athletic approach to 
spiritual formation connected well with the active ethos of the Sandpoint community. 
Finally, ESF sought to help participants initiate and sustain a lifetime of spiritual 
growth. Participant responses indicate that ESF effectively spurred a new focus on 
spiritual formation. While participants expressed enthusiasm and interest in pursuing 
ongoing spiritual formation, however, this eagerness did not translate into a clear plan 
and pathway for ongoing growth. Indeed, three-quarters of participants expressed concern 
about whether they were going to be able to maintain a clear focus on their spiritual 
formation.  
Participants’ anxiety regarding ongoing focus on spiritual formation likely stems 
from the loss of the community at the conclusion of ESF. All participants endorsed the 
value of a small group community in spiritual formation. Only half, though, named an 
identified a small group community in which they could continue their spiritual 
formation. In addition, the fact that one-third of participants suggested a longer ESF 
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experience points to the need for establishing a stronger next step from the ministry 
initiative into a lifetime of ongoing spiritual formation. In short, future deployments of 
ESF must include more concrete steps and guidance to help apprentices pursue ongoing 
spiritual formation. 
Overall, the implementation of the two pilot projects exceeded the author’s 
expectations. Participants engaged quickly in the process of spiritual formation, 
wholeheartedly experimented with new and unfamiliar spiritual practices, and forged a 
caring community. In addition, both pilot projects evidenced Wilhoit’s formative 
qualities of relational connection, growth-focused challenge, sincere compassion, and 
group celebration.5 With the addition of new steps for translating the learning of ESF into 
ongoing spiritual formation, this ministry initiative will be poised to stimulate spiritual 
formation for adults at Cedar Hills. 
                                                
5 James Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 200. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
This doctoral project strived to introduce the paradigm and practices of spiritual 
formation through a multi-session active, reflective, and collaborative group experience 
to equip adults to initiate and sustain a lifetime of continuous spiritual growth. Based on 
contextual and theological reflection, the author developed a nine-week intensive to 
achieve the goals of the doctoral project. Two pilot projects engaged a total of twenty-
three participants in the intensive. Overall, the project succeeded; however, several 
modifications will strengthen future iterations of the intensive, entitled Experiments in 
Spiritual Formation: A Learning Lab (ESF).  
To contextualize proposed modifications to ESF, the following discussion first 
briefly reviews the development and assessment of the initiative. Recommended 
improvements follow, based on participant feedback and the author’s observations. The 
paper concludes with areas for further study and reflection, as well as implications of this 
project for the wider Christian community.       
 
  Project Summary 
The new ministry initiative strived to engage adult Christians at Cedar Hills in a 
robust approach to spiritual formation. Since many people in the Sandpoint community 
prize athletic activity, ESF took an active approach, featuring both group and individual 
experiments. In addition, ESF counterbalanced the energetic, inspirational ethos of Cedar 
Hills weekend services with a reflective approach to spiritual formation. Finally, in a 
community marked by deeply rooted individualism and including numerous part-time 
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residents, ESF planned for an intensive, collaborative experience of growth-focused 
Christian community. 
The development of a three-dimensional approach to spiritual formation further 
shaped the ministry initiative. Instead of focusing exclusively on knowledge of God in a 
class (orthodoxy), God-inspired action in a community service project (orthopraxy), or a 
heart toward God in a retreat (orthopathy), ESF aimed to engage participants in spiritual 
formation at the intersection of all three dimensions of spiritual formation. Thus, both 
group sessions and individual experiments highlighted orthodoxy, orthopraxy, and 
orthopathy.  
Assessment of the pilot projects of the ministry affirmed the efficacy of the 
initiative’s approach to spiritual formation. Indeed, the pilot projects achieved four of the 
five intended goals of the initiative. Participants quickly connected with each other, 
honestly assessed their spiritual season of growth, eagerly learned a paradigm for 
spiritual formation, and resolutely engaged in both group and individual spiritual 
formation practices. Somewhat surprisingly, no participant expressed being overwhelmed 
by the length or detail of the course. Instead, many participants reported a desire for both 
a longer and even more detailed treatment of spiritual formation in a group setting. 
Moreover, the experience appealed to a broad spectrum of adults: men and women, 
young adults and seniors, newer believers and seasoned believers. 
 
Next Steps for the Initiative 
As an introductory catalyst for spiritual formation, the new ministry initiative 
holds significant potential for ongoing implementation at Cedar Hills. Starting in 
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September 2016, Cedar Hills will offer ESF on a quarterly basis. Facilitators for ESF will 
be drawn from past participants, with a minimum of two facilitators coordinating each 
intensive. As more people learn the paradigm and practices of spiritual formation, it is 
anticipated that Cedar Hills’ overall understanding of and engagement in spiritual 
formation will rise commensurately. 
Maximizing the potential of ESF calls for several important adjustments to the 
initiative. These adjustments address several concerns revealed by participant feedback, 
and should improve the overall effectiveness of ESF. In considering their ongoing 
spiritual formation, participants reported two concerns. First, they worried that they might 
lose the focus on spiritual formation they had during ESF. Second, they wondered how to 
find or develop a group of fellow apprentices willing to engage in collaborative spiritual 
formation. Addressing these concerns requires an additional session to better equip 
apprentices to plan for ongoing growth. Furthermore, the addition of several relational 
elements will guide apprentices toward collaborative, communal environments for 
ongoing spiritual growth. 
Future iterations of ESF will include an additional session preceding the final 
celebration session. Building on the reflective tools included with the ESF questionnaire, 
this session will introduce apprentices to the practice of developing a rule of life. A 
personalized rule of life concretizes an apprentice’s plan for spiritual growth, fitting 
spiritual exercises and experiments to the areas in which the apprentice desires to grow. 
This self-designed program of spiritual growth prompts the apprentice to reorder his or 
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her life to prioritize his or her basic identity as a Christian.1 Following a customized rule 
of life will offer apprentices a means of measuring how their intentions for growth match 
up to their daily lives. A rule of life will extend the brief spiritual formation worksheet 
included in the curriculum for ESF.2 In addition, by focusing an entire session on the rule 
of life, apprentices will be better prepared to transition to ongoing spiritual formation 
without the structured environment of ESF. 
As helpful as the rule of life may be for impelling ongoing spiritual formation, it 
is anticipated that improving prospects for ongoing collaborative spiritual formation will 
be even more significant. First, to promote group interaction both within and beyond the 
intensive, each new ESF group will be provided with a group page on a social media 
website. This page will be limited to ESF participants and will serve as a calendar, a 
prayer wall, and a ready means for participants to communicate with each and with the 
facilitators. Second, to spur participants’ thinking about their ongoing spiritual formation, 
facilitators of future ESF groups will offer to meet with each person or couple in the 
group outside of a group session. At these optional meetings, the facilitator will inquire 
about the participant’s experience in ESF, guide the participant through questions they 
may have about spiritual formation, and help the participant begin to plan for his or her 
ongoing spiritual formation.    
                                                
1 Simon Chan, Spiritual Theology: A Systematic Study of the Christian Life (Downers Grove, IL: 
IVP Academic, 1998), 190-91.  
2 James Bryan Smith and Lynda L. Graybeal, A Spiritual Formation Workbook: Small-Group 
Resources for Nurturing Christian Growth, rev. ed. (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1999), 103-04. 
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Survey data confirmed that participants in the two pilot projects desired to pursue 
collaborative spiritual formation after the conclusion of ESF, either with a mentor, with a 
community of apprentices, or both. Nearly half of the participants, however, did not have 
an identified mentor or group. Several changes to the ministry initiative will heighten 
prospects for collaborative spiritual formation after ESF.  
First, the ESF evaluation will include a question about the apprentice’s interest in 
serving as a spiritual mentor. Particularly for apprentices at the middle stages of spiritual 
growth, spiritual mentoring often propels ongoing development.3 Those who express 
interest in spiritual mentoring will be invited to additional training sessions centered 
around an introductory text on mentoring.4    
Second, since some apprentices may not need or desire a mentoring relationship, 
several group opportunities will be presented. After the sixth session of ESF, facilitators 
will poll the group about the idea of continuing for another ten weeks after the conclusion 
of ESF. At the final week of ESF, the list of those opting to continue with the group will 
be finalized. The initial group facilitator will lead those who choose to continue, either 
following the outline for a spiritual formation group in the core ESF curriculum or 
another spiritual formation curriculum.5 This approach capitalizes on the already-
developed sense of community in ESF. Participants who do not wish to continue with 
                                                
3 Janet Hagberg and Robert A. Guelich, The Critical Journey: Stages in the Life of Faith, 2nd ed. 
(Salem, OR: Sheffield, 2005), 170-76. 
4 Tony Horsfall, Mentoring for Spiritual Growth: Sharing the Journey of Faith (Oxford: Bible 
Reading Fellowship, 2008). 
5 Smith and Graybeal, A Spiritual Formation Workbook: Small-Group Resources for Nurturing 
Christian Growth, 99-102. 
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their ESF group but would like a group context for spiritual growth will be referred to 
Cedar Hills’ existing small group ministry. 
Beyond serving as an introduction to spiritual formation, the new ministry 
initiative also highlights other areas for ongoing study. Since spiritual formation “results 
from a multidimensional ministry, not just a technique or program,” Cedar Hills will best 
support spiritual growth by fostering multiple environments for growth.6 For example, 
offering follow-up courses to ESF in each of the six streams of spiritual formation could 
help apprentices to more deeply integrate spiritual practices. Using the paradigm of three-
dimensional spiritual formation, over a four-to-six week course apprentices could learn 
the history of a given tradition, conduct personal and group experiments within that 
single tradition, and assess how God might shape their emotions and personality through 
that tradition. 
To introduce the idea of a community of practice to those who have not yet 
participated in ESF, Cedar Hills could offer other short-term groups based on the active, 
reflective, and collaborative approach of ESF. These groups could be scheduled during a 
liturgical season of preparation like Advent or Lent, when congregants may be more open 
to engaging in a new way in their spiritual formation. Instead of calling for multiple 
personal experiments as ESF does, these group experiences might invite apprentices to 
design a single experiment that would be lived out over the entire course of the learning 
                                                
6 James Wilhoit, Spiritual Formation as If the Church Mattered: Growing in Christ through 
Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 23. 
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lab. Topics for these labs might include the five foci that Scandrette gleans from the 
Lord’s Prayer: identity, purpose, security, community, and freedom.7 
 
Implications for Other Churches 
While this initiative addressed a ministry challenge at a specific church, it could 
serve as a resource for other churches, too. Every healthy church desires to see its 
congregants grow in faith, and this project offers several insights for promoting this 
growth. A church could integrate general discoveries of the pilot projects into its existing 
spiritual formation environments to enhance the effectiveness of those efforts. 
Alternately, a church might implement its own version of ESF, using this project as an 
outline. 
Three insights from this project transfer readily to other churches. First, this 
project suggests that even in high mission/low discipleship churches like Cedar Hills, 
significant demand exists among congregants for a clear, assisted approach to spiritual 
formation. Congregants want to grow just much or more than church leaders want them 
to grow. Regrettably, congregants often lack a framework or tools for realizing that 
growth. Second, this project demonstrates that positioning spiritual growth as a series of 
experiments sets apprentices at ease. Instead of pursuing perfection in an imposed 
practice that may not connect with their season of spiritual growth, experimentation 
encourages apprentices to adapt ancient practices and innovate new ones apposite to their 
unique circumstances. Third, the pilot projects underscore the central role of 
                                                
7 Mark Scandrette, Practicing the Way of Jesus: Life Together in the Kingdom of Love (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2011), 64. 
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collaborative community for ongoing spiritual formation. While individual spiritual 
formation is necessary, it is not sufficient. Healthy spiritual formation requires the 
challenge and encouragement of a small community of apprentices committed to the 
growth of every person in the group. 
Nearly any church could implement its own version of ESF. With a well-
developed curriculum at its core, leading participants through ESF poses few challenges 
for a competent facilitator. Moreover, implementing ESF in a church could help it to 
discover people who could contribute to ongoing spiritual formation efforts in the church. 
 
Conclusion 
 While often used to illustrate the importance of evangelism, the Great 
Commission of Matthew 28:18-20 readily applies to spiritual formation. In this passage, 
Jesus deputizes his eleven disciples—who had learned from him, seen and emulated his 
actions, and had come to love him—to pass on what they themselves experienced. By 
teaching others to obey Jesus’ commands, the disciples were to apprentice others in 
aligning their thoughts, their actions and their hearts with the way of Jesus Christ.   
In the spirit of the Great Commission, this ministry project offered an introduction 
to spiritual formation for the spiritual growth and development of the congregants of 
Cedar Hills. This initiative anticipates a future where every member of Cedar Hills 
participates in an active, reflective, collaborative spiritual formation, an interactive 
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process between humans and God “that never ends until he brings us to himself.”8 May 
the people of Cedar Hills and Christians everywhere discover the challenge and joy of 
obedience in belief, action, and affection for God.  
                                                
8 Darrell Bock, “New Testament Community and Spiritual Formation,” in Foundations of 
Spiritual Formation: A Community Approach to Becoming More Like Christ, ed. Paul Pettit (Grand Rapids: 
Kregel Publications, 2008), 105. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
  Steven J. Land’s Theological Framework 
 
Table 1. Steven J. Land’s Theological Framework  
 Orthodoxy Orthopraxy Orthopathy 
Shorthand Definition Right Belief Right Action Right Affections 
Bodily Association Head Hands Heart 
Cardinal Virtue Faith Hope Love 
Psychological Domain Cognitive Behavioral Affective 
Philosophical Domain Epistemology Ethics Metaphysics 
Exemplar Theologian Karl Barth Jürgen Moltmann John Wesley 
In Isolation, Devolves To Intellectualism Activism Sentimentalism 
 
Source: Data adapted from Steven J. Land, Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, 30-33.     
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
Invitation to Experiments in Spiritual Formation 
 
What’s going to fuel your journey with Jesus for a lifetime? 
Jesus invites us to rethink or reimagine our whole lives in light of God’s intentions for us 
and for the world. But if we just sit back and wait for this to happen, it never will!  
The sort of rethinking and reimagining that Jesus invites us into requires active 
engagement, experimentation, and reflection. 
 
Experiments in Spiritual Formation isn’t just a workshop—it’s a laboratory for 
personal transformation. It’s a Learning Lab. 
 
Christian spiritual formation aims at aligning our thoughts, actions, and feelings with the 
way of Jesus. It’s easy to describe, but challenging to do. 
 
This Learning Lab explores six ancient (and yet deeply relevant) pathways for Christian 
spiritual formation. Through this experience, you’ll discover practices within each 
pathway that will fuel your journey with Jesus Christ not just for a weekend or a season, 
but rather across an entire lifetime. 
 
Some questions we’ll take up in this Learning Lab:  
• What’s the role of silence in my journey with Jesus?  
• How can I pursue health in every area of my life without becoming a legalist?  
• What does it look like to follow the leading of the Holy Spirit?  
• What are some simple ways to show God’s compassion to the lost, the least, and 
the left out?  
• What’s the difference between doing evangelism and being evangelical?  
• How do I prioritize God’s presence in every area of my life? 
 
Participation in this 9-week Learning Lab involves: 
• attending and arriving on time to lab sessions 
• practicing one or more spiritual exercises of your choice between lab sessions 
• designing a personalized plan for ongoing spiritual formation 
• demonstrating honesty, respect and confidentiality with what is shared 
 
Dates: 9 Tuesday evenings, February 9 – April 5, 2016, 6:30-8:00 p.m.  
 
Location: Cedar Hills Church warehouse 
 
Cost: $20 (pay at first session). Scholarships available upon request. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
 
Questionnaire for Experiments in Spiritual Formation 
 
Experiments in Spiritual Formation – Winter 2016 
Reflecting on the Experience & Looking to the Future 
 
At the beginning of this group, we defined spiritual formation as the ongoing 
process of a person being transformed into the image of Jesus Christ in the 
context of community. Please comment on your experience as part of this group 
over the last few months and share your intentions for propelling your ongoing 
spiritual formation.  
 
 
1. In Week One, you charted your engagement with each of the six streams 
of spiritual formation (p.30). Now, with two months of learning and 
practice behind you, please reassess your engagement with each of the 
practices (1=low engagement). 
 
2. Using the diagram above as a guide, where did you experience the most 
growth over the last few months? Where did you experience the least 
growth?  
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3. Looking ahead, what stream(s) do you want to explore more? How might 
you do this? 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Which of your personal weekly experiments did you find most helpful? 
Please comment on how the experiments helped, and how you might 
continue to practice them in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Moving forward, what community will be your context for spiritual 
formation (i.e., a Life Group, a friendship/mentorship, perhaps another 
spiritual formation group like this one, etc.)? 
 
 
 
 
 
6. What do you wish Experiments in Truth had more of? What do you wish it 
had less of? 
 
 
 
 
 
7. What surprised you as you went through Experiments in Spiritual 
Formation?  
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8. A friend asks: “What’s Experiments in Spiritual Formation all about?” How 
would you answer? 
 
 
 
 
 
9. What questions do you have now about your ongoing spiritual growth?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please rate (by circling) your experience with the following group experiments: 
Silent prayer to start sessions: amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A 
Spiritual Life Inventory:   amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A   
Letter to God:   amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A   
Examination of Consciousness: amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A   
Centering Prayer handout:  amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A   
Fruit of the Spirit infographic: amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A  
Bible passages on “gospel”:  amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A 
Pray As You Go audio devotion: amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A 
Celtic art reflection:   amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A 
Table discussion times:   amazing       helpful         not helpful          N/A 
 
 
 
Thanks for your feedback and for 
participating in Experiments in Spiritual Formation 
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